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ABSTRACT
This investigation was carried out to deterruine the relative 
importance of the factors affecting volumetric efficiency during 
the transition from "dry" to "wet" compression when the refriger­
ant is Freon 12 and the compressor is running at a high speed# 
Experimental techniques were developed to measure piston 
leakage and fluctuating cylinder wall temperatures.
The development of an electrical analogue"and a rotating- 
drum photoformer is described#
This analogue was used to calculate the cyclical heat flow 
between the cylinder wall and the charge# In addition the 
performance of non-uniform ladder networks was investigated and 
the analogue was adapted for various other calculations. These 
were,
(a) To determine the suitability of thermocouple elements with 
dissimilar thermal properties to the body whose temperature 
is being measured,
(b) To determine the effect of irregularities at the thermo­
couple junction* This took the form of a small "fin" or 
"lips" on the thermocouple wire, represented by a 2-dimen- 
jéiôhal network# The investigation showed that when 
measuring fluotUat|ng temperatures, large errors could be 
caused by such a "lip" indicating the unsuitability of 
peening for such purposes#
(o) To investigate the heat transfer between droplets of liquid 
and an environment of its own vapour when undergoing 
compression and re-expansion# The effect on volumetric 
efficiency of the retention of liquid in the cylinder is 
calculated#
It is concluded that the most important process involved is 
cyclical heat transfer due to alternate condensation and re- 
evaporation/
re-evaporation when the cylinder wall temperature falls below 
the maximum saturation temperature of the vapour* It is shown 
that "flashing" of entrained liquid has little effect on perfor­
mance, but that evaporation of this entrainment from the cylinder 
wall could cause rapid lowering of the cylinder wall temperature* 
It is also concluded that liquid deposited on the cylinder 
walls reduces the rate of condensation on the walls and subse­
quent re-evaporation#
Piston leakage is shown to have little effect on the 
performance of the compressor during the change from "wet" to 
"dry" compression#
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REVIEW
Work on the cylinder processes involved in a refrigeration 
compressor was put on a scientific basis by Wirth i 3  S' ) who 
carried out a series of tests on an ammonia plant with a view to 
determining the effect of cylinder wall temperature on the 
compressor performance# As a result of these researches, he 
concluded that the drop in volumetric efficiency as the suction 
superheat was reduced was due to condensation on the cylinder walls 
during delivery and re-expansion during suction#
3uch condensation could occur when the temperature of the 
cylinder walls or piston crown fell below the saturation vapour 
temperature at any point of the cycle#
Unfortunately, these experiments did not extend into the 
wet suction field.
The schematic diagram of fig* I is based on Wirth* s 
curves and shows the cylinder processes during one cycle.
The curves shown are gas and wall temperatures, exposed surface 
area and gas temperature and exposed surface area x wall tempera- 
ture. Heat transfer is caused by the difference between wall 
and gas temperatures and it will be seen that heat will be given 
by the gas to the wall during the latter part of the compression 
delivery and the begiming of expansion#
During the remainder of re-expansion and suction, heat is 
given up to the gas. The amounts of the heat exchange are 
proportional to the ordinate between curves (3) and (4). This 
assumes a constant coefficient of heat transfer.
The next experimental investigation was by Smith ( 2 9  )
who devised a liquid flow-meter to measure the mass flow of 
refrigerant in the circuit# The compressor was a single cylinder 
unit 4" bore x 6" stroke using ammonia as refrigerant*
The/
(7)
®be ooadltion at compressojf suction was varied from about
0,§5 dry to approximately 10°P* superheat by adjustment of the
temperature of the brine surrounding the evapoi-ator coils.
She flowmeter is shown in fig, 2 and consisted of a cylindrical
chamber in which a heating element was enclosed» with provision
for measuring temperature rise of the liquid refrigerant by
means of copper constantan thermocouples. Heat barriers ware
provided on each aide of the temperature measuring stations to
prevent conduction along the pipes. She entire unit was
thoroughly lagged to.,prevent a loss to atmosphere, although the
sub-cooled liquid was at a temperature very close to ambient*
She check between evaporator mass flow and liquid flow-meter
quantity showed agreement within 1^* Ihe oirouit diagram of the
apparatus is show» in fig* 3  •
ihe results of this work are shown in the curves of fig, Co
which shows refrigerating effect and coefficients of parfozmanoe
on a basis of dryfteae fraction* The dryness fraction is
derived from the expression ' i i
- \n^
Mg —
as eivtheXpjr
SBiIbM  elation#
%
where K
K# enthalpy at saturation 
3 temperature.
Kr # enthalpy of liquid at eat- 
^ uration temperature<
Thie term waa applied even in the superheat field to give a 
ooneistent basis on which to plot the results.
These/
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These figures show a considerable rise in O.O.P* and H.B* 
between dryness value© of 0*82 and 0*95$ No suitable mechanism 
was fitted to the compressor so that indicated values are not 
available*
The reason for this substantial rise in efficiency was 
given as being due to liquid droplets entrained in the suction 
vapour being unevaporated, or condensation taking place during 
compression* This "flashed" into vapour during re-expanaion 
thereby reducing the volume of vapour drawn in during suction*
Buch flashing should be visible on the„indicator diagram as a 
reduction in the index of re-expansion*
Giffen and Newley ( 1 3  ) carried out an investigation, also
on an ammonia machine and varied the dryness fraction from about 
0*75 dry at suction to 40^F* B*,
The flowmeter used by these Investigators followed the 
same general plan as Smith^ s, but use was made of Beckman 
thermometers for measurement of temperature rise* The indicator 
mechanism used by Giffen %nd Newley waa modified from the well- 
known "Farnborough" design* Instead of a floating diaphragm 
operating the spark assembly, a light diaphragm clamped aroimd 
its periphery made or broke contact with a tungsten electrode 
as the pressure equalised on each side of the diaphragm# The 
need for clamping the diaphragm will be evident since leakage of air 
or nitrogen into the circuit must be avoided* The modified 
pressure Unit'is shown in fig* Jd *
The rise in performance shown by the curves of fig* 6  
is at a higher dryness fraction than detexmiined by Bmith*
The reason for this difference is due probably to the fact 
that Bmith * © figures are based on the evaporator outlet condition 
while Giffen and Newley estimated the condition at the suction 
manifold*
A rise in actual volumetric efficiency of 205^  was 
accompanied/
(9)
àcaorâpanied by a rise In indicated volumetric efficiency of 
only 9# 00 that it was assumed that flashing during re-$expanslon 
did not in fact account for the entire phenomenon#
The conclusions reached indicated that the reduction in 
the aspirated volume was caused- by re-evaporation during auction 
of liquid condensed on the walla of the cylinder during compression* 
This ia in agreement with Wirth* a findings.
In a paper by ■Fuchs, Ho&aan and Fianlc ( 1 1  ) the leakage
losses in an ammonia machine were investigated, These tests 
were carried out using air as -working fluid and obtaining the 
corresponding leakage with ammonia by assuming laminar flow*
It ia remarked that no clear depend€nce on pressure ratio 
is evident and that leakage is increased at low running speeds*
The level of oil in the erankoaee was shown to affect results by 
±i5i;&,
W#B# Goaney ( 1 4 -  ) also remarks on the increase in leakage
past the piston and valves in a stationary machine over that 
of a machine while running. During this investigation, a short 
aeries of testa showed a depression of the index of re-expansion 
when the auction vapour was allowed to become wet* This 
indicates the presence of evaporating liquid during the re- 
expansion process*.
The heat transfer in internal combustion engine cylinders 
has been considerably investigated* The moat important contribu­
tions are those of Sichalberg and User ( ^  Î I O ) who used aub- 
surface thermocouples, followed by Oguri ( 2  2- ) who used a
true surface thermocouple to measure the heat transfer to the piston 
of a four stroke spark ignition engine, The work of Overbye 
et al ( 2 3  ) is notable for the use of a true surface thermocouple 
of the type developed by Bendersky and similar to that used in the 
present Investigation#
Overbye discovered that there was considerable difficulty in 
determining/
(10)
determining an instantaneous heat transfer rate due to an 
apparent phase lag between the time when the wall temperature 
is equal to the gas temperature in the cylinder and the time 
when the temperature gradient or heat flux is Kiero,. This 
he attributes to the heat capacity of the fluid. The condi­
tions in the dynamic state existing in the oylimler are probably 
quite different to those in a steady or a quasi-steady state.
The use of the Nusselt equation for inetantaneous heat transfer 
is therefore rather suspect.
In attempting to analyse the process, Overbye considered 
two models, one of which assumes a mean heat transfer coeffi­
cient. Each sinusoidal component of the temperature waveform 
of the gas produces a surface temperature waveform on the metal, 
lagging by about 45^ for relatively low values of heat transfer 
coefficient.
Overbye rejects this model as being too idealised and a 
further model eillows for varying heat transfer coefficients and 
includes with various simplifications, the effects of thermal 
capacity in the fluid# He arrived at the conclusion that the 
temperature fluctuations at the surface of the metal should 
be similar to and in phase with the temperature of the gas at 
some distance from the surface.
(11)
INTHQDUOTIQN
The problem of the effect of suction condition on the 
performance of refrigeration compressors ia akin to the "Missing 
Quantity" in steam engine practice. The "Miaoing Quantity" was 
assumed to be caused by condensation on the cylinder walla during 
the first part of the stroke and re-evaporation during the latter 
part of the stroke#
Invostigationa by Gallendar, Nioolson and Mellanby ( *7 )
on slow running steam engines revealed heat transfer coefficients 
of the order of 12,000 BThU/hr*ft.R.% # during the condensation 
process# Such coefficients are generally only attained during 
dropwise condensation and the presence of this mode of condensation 
in a refrigerating compressor cylinder could cause the remarkable 
reduction in performance obtained under wet suction operation# 
Comparison of theoretical Coefficients of Performance for 
ammonia and Freon 12 is interesting in that deviation from the 
reversed Carnot Oycle has less effect on Coefficients of Performance 
when using F.12 than when using ammonia, due to the lower tempera­
tures at the end of compression. Fig. *7 illustrates this for 
working limits of 5^F* and lOO^F. vjith the suction condition varied 
between 0*8 dry and 100^ F.8#
The curves are based on 10%. sub-cooling at condenser outlet, 
isenthalpic expansion and isentropic compression#
It will be observed that while the 0,0.P. for ammonia passes 
through a maximum value at 0.87 dry, the curve for Freon 12 does 
not attain a maximum value within the range of the graph.
Although this shows the cycle efficiency to be slightly 
greater when suction vapour is superheated, the increase in volu­
metric efficiency of the compressor between wet and dry compression 
is considerable. Added to the above theoretical increase in 
0.0.P. this make© the addition of suction line heat exchangers to 
plants operating on halogenated refrigerants economically worth 
while#
Exhaustive/
(12)
Exhaustive testa on the performance of ammonia oomprassors 
in the wet and euperheated suction condition have been carried 
out but little work hae been done in this field on small Freon 12 
machines. The processes are likely to be very different due to 
the mutual solubility of Freon 12 with lubricating oil*
It has been shown by McLaren ( 2 0  ) that the suction and 
discharge valves have little effect on the performance of the 
compi^essor over a wide rang© of operating conditions and the 
field investigation has been confined to effects solely 
engendered by the transition from wet to superheated auction 
vapour*
.. Buch effects must include actual and indicated volumetric 
efficiency, cyclical heat transfer and piston leakage*
The use of ,,smaH_dom©atic compressors the investigation 
presented certain problems with regard to sisse and speed of 
V .votation but the convenient :ai^e of these machines for laboratory 
use, and the lack of experimental data on such machines made this 
choice desirable*
(13)
SECTION 3.
GENERAL OBJECTS OF INVESTIGATION
Due to the widely different charaoteristies of Freon and 
ammonia, it appeared that inveatlgations on the lines adopted 
by Giffen and Newley, but including measurement of the cyclical 
heat transfer, would yield useful information if carried out 
on a modern high-speed Freon 12 plant#
To cover as wide a range of operating conditions as possible, 
a variable speed B.C. 'motor-driven compressor was chosen, of 
small sise so that ancillary tost equipment could be easily 
manufactured and accommodated.
Bince indication of such a small compressor running at 
speed© in excess of 1000 r. p.m# presented some difficulty, the 
opportunity was taken of first testing the compressor running 
on air to, déVelop the indicator mechanism#
Hence, the experimental work was carried out with the follow­
ing objects in viewî-
(a) The development of a suitable indicator mechanism.
(b) Development of a Freon 12 test unit suitable 
for measurement of small mass flows under wet 
suction conditions#
(c) Measurement of oyclical wall temperature fluctua­
tion*
(d) Measurement of leakage past the piston of the 
compressor*
(e) Oorrelation of test results to ascertain the pro­
cesses Involved during wet suction#
SECTION 4* (14)
DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
Fig* <3 shows the line diagram of the refrigerant circuit. 
This will be seen to comprise:- compressor, oil separator, 
condenser, drier, receiver, preoooler, flowmeter and secondary 
evaporator. The various components are now described in 
detail.
Compressor and Motor
The compressor is 1" stroke x li" bore, single cylinder 
compressor built by Messrs. L, Sterne & Co., Ltd., of Glasgow. 
(Fig. 0  ). The compressor is fitted with automatic valves; both 
suction and discharge valves being mounted on a valve plate set in 
the cylinder head.
The suction valve is of the cantilever flapper type and 
the discharge valve is mounted on a spring-loaded bridge piece 
which acts as a liquid relief valve.
Fig. lO shows the valve plate fitted with the discharge reed 
and spring-loaded bridge piece. The suction reed and the 
components of the pressure transducers are also shown in this 
photograph.
The piston is driven by a phosphor-bronze connecting rod 
runnihg on a oast iron eccentric sheave* The shaft passes 
through a bellows-paoked seal to the driving pulley*
The compressor is directly coupled on to a 0*5 H,P. D.C. 
compound-wound motor* The carcase is mounted at each end on 
ball bearings and torque measuring arms of lOi" radius are 
fitted. Speed control is effected by rheostats in the armature 
circuit*
An electronic stroboscope is used to check the speed of 
the motor-cempressor*
Leakage Measurement
Fig. I ( shows/
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Fig, I I shows the line diagram of the leakage metering 
equipment*
The equalising port from crankshaft to suction is sealed 
by a brass plug' and a connection taken to the suction through 
a valve (A)* The line from the crankcase is taken to a 
cylinder of approximately one half cubic foot capacity (B)#
This line carries a stop valve (0) and an expansion valve (D) 
modified to operate as an upstream control valve* Valve (E) 
isolates the metering cylinder* A mercury manometer (F) 
with one leg open to atmosphère measures the pressure in the 
metering cylinder while a differential manometer (G) across 
the upstream pressure regulator indicates any'difference■between 
suction and crankcase pressure* A bypass Valve (H) across the 
regulator valve enables the compressor to be used to evacuate 
the cylinder, while also allowing the manometer (F) to read 
suction pressure whon the leakage measuring: equipment is not 
in use#
The development of the indicating mechanism is explained 
in Appendix 3L » page Ô1 #
The unit consists of (a) pressure - transducing element*
(b) phase marker element*
(o) element amplifier*:
(d) oacilXoeoope*
(e) drum camera*
(a) Pressure. Transducing Element
The pressure sensitive capacitor is shown iri fig, I 8. *
When placed in the valve plate, the diaphragra is flush v;ith 
the:plate end so does not affect the clearance volume of the 
compressor* Adequate venting is provided so that air between 
the disc electrode and the diaphragm has free access to the 
atmosphere* This was found to be most important and four
grooves are cut in the face of the electx’Ode to faoillitate 
this* /
(16)
this,
A mica dlBQ #001" thick is placed between the electrode 
and the diaphra^fm to improve the sensitivity an(3i linearity of 
the element# The spacing of the electrode is easily modified 
by a thin washer on the back of the disc electrode#
Any temperature effect on the performance of the element is 
allowed for by calibrating the element in situ# Fig# I 3
shows the alternative element used in oex'tain of the later 
series of tests to avoid the necessity of opening the cylinder 
to atmosphere during calibration#
(b), The phaso-marker oonsiats of an earthed strip mounted 
on a fibre disc bolted to the compressor coupling. Along with 
a similar strip placed in close proximity to the fibre disc, 
this forms a condenser element which may be placed in parallel 
with the pressure element and given a well-defined peak on the 
pressure diagram# In some records the second channel has been 
used to display the phasing mark#
To enable the phase-marker to be aocui’ately positioned, 
the fibre disc is gratluated in degrees around its periphery#
This is also useful for obtaining the T#D#0# of the compressor# 
The pick-up strip is enclosed In an earthed screen as in fig# l4-
(c)* The element amplifier is described in Appendix ( % L  
and can be seen in fig# I S  alongside the oscilloscope and the 
d n m  camera#
(d,)# 0?h© OoBBor double beam D*0# Oscilloscope is a standard 
commercial model fitted with a 3#" tube with actinic blue 
trace for photographic purposes#
(e)#The druTa camera is fitted with a rheostat-controlled 
universal motor and has a hand-operated shutter# The camera 
lens has a maximum aperature fl*9 and the record is reduced 
to 0.696 X oscilloscope screen trace.
The/
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The camera incorporates a switch which cloaee for one 
revolution of the drum in twenty-five* This is used to 
hzdghted the oscilloscope trace and the shutter may he 
depresaed for a conaiderahle time, yet a record will only be 
taken during the revolution when the beam is brightened#
For recording purposes, the time base of the oécillosoop© ia 
rendered inoperative and ao only a horizontally moving spot 
is produced on the screen#
The revolving drum applies a uniform linear time base to 
the record# Record paper ia "Ilford" B#P#I# blue-sensitive 
bromide paper, 59 m#m, wide and unperforated#
Indicator Gallbz*atip^
This is carried out in the manner described under the 
heading "Air Oirouit Tests", page S S  # Instead of an air 
supply, dry nitrogen fed through a reducing valve is used as 
the calibrating pressure source#
To avoid the inconvenience of isolâtinjg the compressor 
from the remainder of the circuit during calibration, the 
arrangement of fig# I 3  was developed. In this, the nitrogen 
ia fed on to the back of the diaphragm and thereby reduces 
the pressure difference across the diaphragm#
This has the effect of displacing the entire diagram in a 
direction high to low pressure# When the compressor is 
running, the calibration is obtained by noting the displacement 
of the highest point on the diagram while thc^'pressure is 
gradually increased# A datum pressure is of course required 
to determine the absolute value of any x>reesure on the diagram# 
This is obtained by stopping the compressor and allowing the 
cantilever valve to fall open by turning the shaft towards 
O.D.O#, when the suction gauge registers the pressure in the 
cylinder*
The/
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The methoc:! of oaXihfation dooorihed ie a development on 
the lines of the "Paamhorough Indicator^* and oan he used for 
any electronic indicator requiring frequent calibration# The 
advantage Xe that calibration can be carried out while running 
and at operating temperature, eliminating drift due to temperatur 
effect8#
âli
fig,1 7  shows a sectional àrrangeraent of the separator.
The vapour ciisoharged from the compressor carries oil saturated 
with fx’con# The freon-bil mixture passes down the column to 
the electrically heated still in the base, where the Freon is 
boiled off and passes couterflow tith the down-coming mixture* 
Uncontaminated Freon vapour passes through a small reflux 
section to the condenser# The temperature of the oil is 
controlled at 220%# by adjusting the heat input# A micro- 
ameter connected to a theraocouple in the oil indicates the 
temperature#
A "Pyrex" glass tube is used so that a correct oil level 
may be maintained by periodically allowing the oil to drain 
to the compressor sump# The lower end of the unit is well 
lagged as can be seen from fig# 16  j which also shows the 
micro-ammeter used for temperature indication#
When the suction vapour condition is Very wet it is found 
that a heater element placed before the separator improves its 
performance# A further advantage ia that vapour to the 
condenser is superheated and makes control of the condensing 
pressure much less critical# This beatoz' is a coil wrc^ ipped 
around a 50ÔW* immersion element and well lagged# Control 
is by a itheoatat#
Oondenser
This is é ooncentrici tube unit with the water running in 
contraflow with tho Freon which flows inside a §** o#d. tube.
The/
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The condenser is insulated with asbestos sheeting and. asbestos 
cord.
Water flow is controlled by a pressure sensitive valve in 
the outlet from the condenser and the supply is fed from a 
constant head tank* The pressure sensitive valve has its 
sensitive bellows in communication with the discharge line and 
controls v/ithin ±  |lb/in^ when equilibrium conditions have been 
established*
A discharge weir maintains a constant head at outlet*
The temperature rise of the coding water is measured by thermo­
pile and the quantity is measured on a weighbridge* A sight- 
glass is inseted at the condensate outlet to verify that the 
liquid is suboooled at this point*
A similar sightglass is fitted before the pressure-operated 
expansion valve*
Drier and Liquid Receiver
These units are as fitted in commercial practice*
Precooler
The preoooler is used to ensure that the liquid to the 
flov/meter is adequately sub-cooled* Cooling water is provided 
from the same supply tank as the condenser but is not controlled 
and runs full bore during the test period* A simple shut off 
valve is provided at the outlet*
Plovmeter
The liquid flowmeter is based on the design adopted by 
Smit|i ( 2 9  )• Suboooled Freon enters an insulated tube
and is heated by direct contact with an electric heating element 
whose consumption is measured by a sub-standard wattmeter*
Inlet temperature is measured by thenaooouple and the 
temperature/
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temperature rise by a thermopile. Pigs. I O  and /<S QL show
the sectional arrangement of the flowmeter and the heat barriers 
which isolate both the meter from the thermocouple pockets and 
those latter from the remainder of the circuit* The meter 
shell is placed in a thermos flask and the thermocouple pockets 
are lightly insulated with asbestos cord.
Since the liquid entering the meter is approximately 
at room temperature and adequate heat barriers and thermal 
insulation are provided, the losses in the flowmeter are negli­
gible*
Evaporator
This is of the secondary fluid type as shown in fig* I 9 * 
Previous tests using an evaporator coil directly heated by an 
electric element showed that control of suction superheat 
was very difficult due to the low thermal capacity of the dry 
vapour and the large temperature difference between the heater 
element and the vapour*
In this unit, the secondary fluid is only slightly warmer 
than the outgoing (suction) vapour* In addition, estimation of 
the heat exchange between the shell and the atmosphere is greatly 
simplified*
As freon 12 is an excellent insulator, the two 1 K.W* 
wirewound elements are immersed directly in the secondary fluid 
and their terminals let out through neoprene-packed tufnol 
glands* Power input from the P*0* mains is controlled by 
rheostats and is measured by voltmeter and ammeter* The shell 
is fitted with a pressure gauge, thermocouple pockets in the 
vapour space and a sightglass to check the liquid level below 
the primary coil* The shell is lagged with 3'* of granulated 
cork enclosed in a sheet steel cladding*
Temperature Measurement
All temperatures are measured by copper-oonstantan thermo­
couples/
(21)
themooouplea in pockets at the appropriate points in the 
circuit* These pockets and associated piping are carefully 
lagged to prevent errors due to difference between pipe and 
fluid temperature8*
At the compressor suction a thick fibre-joint pad is 
used to isolate the compressor from the suction line* The 
pipe temperatures near the suction vapour thermocouple are 
also measured*
A similar procedure is adopted at the compressor discharge* 
These temperatures are measured on a potentiometer fitted 
with a spot galvanometer for ease and accuracy of measurement* 
Switching is done by a double-bank switch as shown in fig* 2 ^ b  . 
This arrangement avoids any chance of circulating currents due 
to common paths in the wiring# The individual cold junctions 
are Insulated from each other in a tube of light mineral oil*
The tube also contains a thermometer and is placed in a thermos 
flask of shaved ice and distilled water*
The switch is placed in an insulated box to avoid stray 
thermal effects and maintain clean contacts.
Measurements are made at the points indicated in fig# 8  *
Fluctuating Temperatures.
The measurement of cyclical fluctuating temperatures in 
the cylinder is described in Section ( 5" ) page 2 2. *
Pressux-^ e Measurement
Pressures are measured on Bourdon Type gauges at the 
appropriate points in the circuit* These were calibrated at 
frequent intervals to maintain accuracy*
Suction pressure may be measured either by pressure gauge 
or by mercury manometer*
Above pressures of 151b/in^U* a Bourdon Type gauge is
used*
SECTION 5* (22)
Xi’LUOTU.ATIHa TIMPERATURK MEASUREMENT
Measurement of surface temperature was considered to 
be more practicable than measurements beneath the surface for 
several reasons.
For a sinusoidal waveform of temperature fluctuation, 
the teraperature range at depth X  beneath the surface is given 
by = ts
For a complex cyclical fluctuation, the Fourier analysis 
may be adopted and using as the fundamental frequency, the
t enperature range for any harmonic %  is given by
p ,  ^
X  o where x b the surface tempera­
ture fluctuation for the 
^  order harmonic.
Fig* 2 I shows a curve of for several harmonics of the
fundamental frequency chosen (750 r.p.m*) for cast iron.
Since it would be difficult accurately to position a 
thermocouple in the cylinder wall or valve plate of the compressor 
closer to the surface than *05"* the waveform would be consider­
ably damped* This is of course undesirable as the temperature 
range in the cylinder wall is only a few degrees, even at the 
surface*
A considerable distortion of the waveform due to unequal 
harmonic damping must also occur*
Construction of Peened Thermooouples
The simplest temperature measurement element is a thermocouple 
peened into the surface of the valve plate and led out of the 
cylinder through a gas tight seal* Since the surface temperature 
was required, a single thermocouple formed by peening copper and 
oonstantan/
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conatantan wires, separated by a small distance, (.05") was 
adopted# Lead-out wires electrically insula bed from the valve 
plate surface vmre taken from the cylinder between two thin 
joint rings. This construction ensured as far ês possible, an 
isothermal path along the leads and also that the junction 
actually was on the valve plate sux’faoe. The latter la obtained 
by making the generated between a copper-iron couple
added to an iron-conatantan couple. Since these junctions 
are at the same temperature, the E.M.F, ia the same as that 
generated at a single copper-oonstantan couple.
An isothermal path along the leads assured the temperature 
at the junction to be the same as that of the remainder of the 
valve plate#
By using the thinnest practicable wire (40 S.W.G-. ), 
combined with the above construction, the temperature was 
measured with as little disturbance to the gas flow as possible. 
The const%'uction is shown in fig. 2 2. •
Measurement
for the recording of a cyclical temperature waveform of a 
few degrees Fahr. amplitude, the mechanism required a sensitivity 
of the order of 50 microvolts at frequencies down to the 
fundamental engine frequency of about 10 cycles/sec*
Such requirements are beyond the scope of ordinary 
electronic valve amplifxe.re, which at high gains have a "noise 
level" considerably in excess of the sensitivity required.
It was therefore decided, after several fruitless attempts to 
construct a suitable high gain, low-noiae amplifier, to adopt 
a step-by-ste^ method as an interim measure*
Joubert Pontactor
Fig. 20ashowe the circuit diagram of the device which 
consists of a contact-maker in series with the thermocouple*
This is clearly shown on the end of the shaft of the torque- 
mounted motor in fig. % (y *
The/
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The angle of oontaot of the brushes is easily adjustable,
» , The angle of oontaot of the brushes is easily adjustableanO, IB St; V vwc: viv^.iiut»vw w  JUJ.‘I/—ti UJ. U UZiU
of the indicator mechanism and displaying the waveform on the 
osaillOBCope screen. The brushes and the contact strip are of 
brass. Similar metals are used to reduce thermal K.M.F. at 
the contacts to a minimum*
The instananeouB E.M.P* generated between the hot and 
cold junctions is stored in a 20 y  F paper condenser placed 
across the potentiometer texnainals** A sensitive spot galvano­
meter detects any difference between the E.M.F* stored in the 
condenser and that developed across the potentiometer slide 
wire*
The mean temperature at the valve plate may be measured 
by closing the shorting switch across the contactor*
Acouraoy of Joubert Contactor
The equivalent circuit of the therniocouple-condenser 
network is shown in fig. 2. 3 . ^
In time S T  contact is made for S*T* yfeo
rise in charge of condensera S<Ç, » C S V |
fall in charge of condensers % c SXft
rise in charge is by current flow in Y* with voltage
drop e - V  • g Q, % -4 -2 L. . « sT 12 0
also, fall in charge ie by current flow in R
with voltage drop V  ^ h H T
nett x’ise in charge « C
= " '^) S T
separating variables and integrating,
^ ^  A 4 where T  is time to attain
^  ^ J (IZov-KC j voltage from gîero charge
y in condenser*
when 'T ^ oO^ £ I -
but 12 Ov _ 4 which is negligible*' ^  ' " ■ & \\ 4. X # O
i.e./
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i. e# voltage aoross oondonser - générât ed E. M* 1?,
also, evaluating the equation,  ^g * 3 3
i.e. the time lag ia negligible*
Phaaing. \ \
The Joubert Oontaot ia coupled to the motor shaft by 
a dog clutch, and the exact point of contact, related to the 
compressor cycle is obtained by noting the position of the scale 
\7hen the shox»ting pulse coincidee with the indicator phasing 
blip on the oscilloscope.
An oscillogram showing the pulse and phasing blip ie 
illustrated in fig* 2%4" , These have been offset for clarity* 
Normally the ^ phasing is checked visually on the oscilloscope 
screen*
The contact scale is divided into 18 divisions, further 
subdivided into 2^ spaoin^ ^ by an auxiliary scale*
Accuracy of Measurement
Accuracy is hot limited by the sensitivity of the poten­
tiometer but by an E*M*F* generated at the contact by friction.
This was. limited by using a little paraffin as lubricant 
and was an almost constant error as shown in fig* 2-S’ (a) which 
gives curves at various speeds for a thermocouple at steady 
atmoapherio temperature* FigB*2LST(b) and 2.ST(c) indicate the 
scatter obtained as the phasing disc is rotated while the speed 
is held constant.
The scatter of the readings (due to the generated E*M.F* 
at the contact varying) is seen to be not more than *007 
at 500 r.p.m* which corresponds to 0.28*^ }?* Constant difference 
between true and observed j?ending is easily allowed for by 
noting the mean temperature and applying a correction to drop 
the/
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the mean of the observed readings down to the treue mean value. 
YaouurA-S^epoaitéd ’ Thexnaocouplea
While the therm<^ouplee peened into the valve plate gave 
reasonably eatiffeotory; results, it was felt that some error 
must be introctc|bod pj the disturbance of the surface profile 
of the platen. / Vafioue methods of overcoming this deficiency
I
were attempted.'without real buooosb, including boring the valve 
plate from t||é back to within about #010 in. of the surface and 
fixing the thermocouple leads in the holes provided.
This was completely unsatisfactory due to the high rota­
tional speeds of the compreeaor. A more satisfactory solution 
to the problem was found in vacuum deposition. In this process
s
the junction can be formed by a molecular film of metal bridging 
two insulated exposed surfaces. The thiclaxess of metal chosen 
was two thousand Angstroms ($00001 in.) thick. This film is so 
thin that its effect at any operating speed, including a 
considerable number of harmonics oan be neglected.
This method was successfully used by Bendersky ( 4- )
using a vacuum deposited film of nickel one micron thick on an 
insert probe to measure temperature fluctuations in a gun barrel. 
The nickel lead was oxyclised to insulate it from the surrounding 
probe. The use of a probe was necessitated by the bulk of the 
gun barrel. No such limitation exists in the case of the small 
compressor valve x)late.
Several attempts were made to use a nickel wire as a 
thermocouple element and dex)oeit a film of nickel on the surface 
of the valve plate but in no case could a reasonable life be 
obtained. It was found that the only material which had a 
reasonably long life as a deposit on the valve plate was silver, 
and the use of a thermocouple element employing silver as the 
vacuum deposited film was therefore considered.
The arrangement finally adopted consists of an oxidised 
constantan/
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ôonstantan wire cemented, into the cast iron valve plate of 
the compressor. The junction was formed by a film of silver 
2000 A  thick. The generated is therefore the sum of the
E.M.F.s generated at an iron-siIvor junction and a silver- 
constantan junction. Due to the extreme thinness of the film, 
the temperatures at the junctions may be assumed to be the 
surface temperatures of the iron and constantan.
In order to ascertain the thermal effects of dissimilarity 
between the material of the thermocouple wire and the deposited 
film it was decided to make as investigation utilising the 
electrical analogue previously described (page S S  ).
It has been assumed^because of the insulation between the 
iron and constantan of the thermocouple^that the flow of heat 
is unidirootional, with no interchange between the iron valve 
plate and the constantan wire# A simple one dimensional ladder 
network oan therefore be used for the investigation.
The network for the flow of heat through the material with 
a surface vapour film resistance is shown in fig* & 6 *
Amplitude and phase measurements were taken for a wide 
range of input resistors and for a range of frequencies from 
50 cycles/sec* to 5$000 cycles/sec* Only the surface resistor
was altered in each test, the same B.C. network being used in 
each test* The results of the tests can be displayed on a 
single curve against # This is derived as
shown belows- ^
civ Iapplying the equation
as
d r  “ R e Q
a « T  ' h R s C j
for lumped constants, the equation is
unaltered/
(28)
S  7^
unaltered so long aa P x  is unaltered, or ' « a
oonatant. (a)*
Similarly the distance represented by the surface resistor 
R& is which is unaltered so long as R& ia a
constant# (b).
Combining (a) and (b) v/e find, for a given analogue network 
comprising that the equation is unaltered so long
as Ri>/S is a constant#
Fig* 2L7 shows the graph of log plotted against
log for a network in which R  s’* I 2K«fL>Cj»*Ol^Ffor Rî,
varying from loK-û. to% Mj% and varying from 50 cycle e/s eo* to
50,000 oyoles/seo.
Application to Temperature Measurement ^
For a thermal fx^equenoy N  . n  ^ /oJ
also RL%)X » R
giving R C J I ? : J ^ c ;
With a thermocouple arrangement and N  are the same for both 
elements; the value of for each material is derived from
for any given condition* n J n
For any material where ^  ^
Lt>3^L>fS ^ where C *
and log^RùvIi^) - “ log C o^log Cv,
=: a constant.
In fig. 2 9 will be seen that l o g ^ ^  \ — l o g f ^ ^ A . »
{Vs)q
hence log y:,, %Xtan ©  , or in thermal units
l%i\ ( ?b
It \7ill be noted that i f ©  is constant theny^  ^ ^ 0
constant* Thus, over the range where the curve of fig. 2^7 is
linear, the relationship between surface temperature fluctuation 
on one mig^ terial to the surface temperature fluctuation on another 
will/
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will be constant*
Fig* 2 9  ah owe the appropriate values for an ix’on-oonstantan 
couple*
With a silver film forming the junction, the recorded E.M.F, 
is 23’fe Tq) and fig. shows the
Beneitivity for such a thermocouple*
This graph shows that within the range 500^ Ri>/S beyond 
10 , the overall thermocouple sensitivity is within i 55^  of the 
mean value*
These limits correspond to a range of O 1 5 ,000. at
5Û0 oycles/minute and O < h  <150,000 at 50,000 cyoles/minute, 
which covers a sufficient frequency and heat transfer coefficient 
field for these applications*
Note; h bas dimensions B.T.U./hi'.ft^P ,
Construction of Vacuum Deposited Thermocouples
Four iron-eureka thermocouples wei*e inserted in the valve 
plate as shown in fig* 3  ^  * An enlarged section shows the 
method of attachment of the eureka wire in the cylinder. It will 
be seen that; a hole I/I6 " dia. is led halfway through the valve 
plate and is oonneoted up to a smaller hole which bz'caks through 
into the cylinder* This hole barely clears the eureka wire 
which ia insulated mainly by an oxide film* The larger hole 
has negligible effect on the temperature wave since it has been 
shown that the wave does not penetrate more than 0*1" below the 
surface.
To ensure complete the insulation of the wires, a coating of 
shellac was applied and when dry, the wires were coated with 
"Araldite" thermosetting plastic cement. The coated wire was then 
carefully pulled through the hole and continuously checked for 
insulation resistance. Due to the small clearance, this process 
had to be adopted to ensure that the circuit was not completed 
within the valve plate* The plate and the attached wires were 
placed/
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placed in an oven at lOO^G. until the cement was baked hard#
The protruding wires were clipped and the ends filed almost 
flush with the plate surface. The face was then cleaned with 
fire emery cloth and the surface dust and grease removed with 
carbon tetrachloride. A further check on the insulation
resistance was made. The valve plate was then inserted in
a vacuum deposition chamber and the film of silver 2000 f? 
thick was deposited on the area around the junctions. Continuity 
and film resistance was checked, before assembly. The thermo­
couple leads were taken out fibre joints under the cylinder cover 
as illustrated in the sketch.
The deposition of the metal film was carried out by the 
staff of the Natural Philosophy department of the Royal College 
of Science and Technology.
Simultaneously, with this development, further investigations 
into temperature recording methods were carried out.
it has previously been noted that attempts to construct a 
high gain, low noise, amplifier suitable for lov/ frequency micro­
volt inputs had- been unsuccessful due to the high noise level in 
available thermionic circuits* At this time, the Cossor lov/ 
noise A.O./D.G. battery-operated preamplifier became generally 
available. This incorporated a new type of low noise factor 
valve, the O.M.S.C. This seemed to provide a suitable answer 
to the noise and frequency problem. Wheli the instrument was 
coupled to the Cossor D.Ü. oscilloscope No*1049, the valve noise 
was about 50 microvolts. This seemed to rule out the use of 
this preamplifier, but it was decided to persevere with the 
set-up to see whether some correspondence with the Joubert Contact 
method of temperature recording could be achieved when adequate 
signals were available.
During this preliminary work, the noise level was noted to
be/
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be of an almost constant amplitude and even more important, 
to contain only supersonic frequencies around 50,000 to
100,000 cycles per sec., with practically no low frequency 
or random components.
It was immediately apparent that a considerable reduction 
in this noise could be achieved by the use of an ordinary top- 
out filter as uSed in audio work to reduce surface noise on 
gramophone records. The frequency of the noise signals is so 
high that a simple capacitor across the output of the pre­
amplifier , was found to be adequate* The noise level was now 
of the order of five microvolts without appreciably affecting 
the thermocouple signal* The response curve for the filter 
is shown in fig. 3) .
When setting-up the complete temperature recording instr- 
ment, complete screening of all components was adopted and a 
single-earth connection made between each component. Even so, 
a considerable mains frequency hum level was present. This 
residual hum was eliminated by the inclusion of a simple hum- 
bucking arrangement. This could be set to give zero mains 
frequency signal on the oscilloscope when the thermocouple 
selector,Saitoh was closed.
It will be observed from the records of temperature 
fluctuation that there is little evidence of hum or noise. It 
is emphasised that such a high signal/noise ratio can only be 
achieved by close attention to every detail in the mechanical 
and electrical layout of the equipment.
The gain of the D.O.-coupled preamplifier and oscilloscope 
was found to be inadequate* Even A*0.-coupling of the preamplifier 
did not give a signal of a suitable amplitude, although the 
noise level was still of a very low order* Since the pre­
amplifier was now A.O. coupled, it was ni advantage to use a 
D.O. oscilloscope. The Cossor A.O. oscilloscope No.1035 was 
pressed into service. The gain of this instrument is four
times/
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times as great as that of the No. 1049, in the maximum 
sensitivity setting. V/ith this arrangement signals of 15 
peak-to-peak oould easily he deteotetü and measured. The noise 
level of about amplitude, was considered satisfactory.
Calibration is carried..out by means of a mains signal of 
known amplitude.
A series of tests using this equipment was carried out. 
Correlation between the Joubert Contactor and the electronic 
recorder was not achieved. It seemed likely that some deficiency 
existed in the recording chain* The thermocouple itself was 
common to both systems and there was little possibility of a 
partial failure of the contactor* The error was obviously 
due to amplitude and phase distortion in the A.C, coupling 
networks. Time-constant checks were therefore made on the 
equipment anci^gave a value of 12.12 m. s. Such a small time- 
constant obviously must produce considerable distortion in the 
temperature wave at frequencies of 10-20 cycles/sec*
The presence of such a short time-constant was surprising 
in this oscilloscope since it had been designed for ordinary 
audio work and in previous use had been noted to give a flat 
response within 3 d.b. to 5 cycles/sec. Investigation of the 
circuit showed the gain control to be in the form of a negative 
feedback loop on the first valve of the Y.I* amplifier. On 
normal gains, feedback maintains the response adequately but on 
^maximum gain the feedback is removed and the time-constant 
bonsequently is reduced. Verification of this was given by 
reducing the gain of the oscilloscope by 3 x * This gave an 
improved time-constant of 36.4#m*secs., which is three times 
that obtained at the maximum gain position.
Correction of temperature traces to allow for short time- 
constant was carried out as follows;-
The coupling networks may be considered as a single 
RtC coupled system* (fig. (k ).
In /
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In timeSTj* j V, rises SV^ and - & Vg 
charge on C increases by cCsv, 
charge passed through R = ^
hence c ^V, -SV^ -% ^  S T
f- ^ ^  S Vt Vt
ST ” S T  ’^ 9 .  
expreasing as infinite differentials,
svi _  avz , Vt 
A  T  a T  ^ Rc
= time constant 
integrating, V  V  Jv constant^
i.e* input voltage « output voltage +(area of output voltage/
time diag;ram) x Mr 
4" a constant#
The scale of the integral curve is m.n.h, unite of area 
and when multiplied by /t  gives the added fraction*
For convenience, therefore, the scale of (integral < 5^ )
should be the same as the ordinate scale,
V. 3 3 ^
i.e. the polar distance for integration = 7^ vv\
Pig. 3 3  illustrates a typical correction process# In this
case, at 600 r.p.m. 9" » 1 rev. == l/lOth sec.
^  » 6 2*4 '/sec 
h 3 I* 09
The integration constant is obviously the shift in the zero 
of the tx'ace due to the added integral, 
i.e. Constant mean height of integral curve.
Evaluation of Time-Qonstant
This was carried out experimentally as shown in fig, 34*^*
A/
(34)
A step function of was applied at the input of the
preamplifier using dry battery and a potential divider.
The keying action was utilized to trigger the oscilloscope 
time base so that a single keyed pulse was recorded, the camera 
shutter being held open# A 50 ^  timing pulse was displayed 
on the second beam which also served as the zero line for the 
exponential decay trace# (Pig# 3 5 4  )
In later series of tests, the short time constant of the 
oscilloscope was eliminated by introducing a further stage of 
amplification between the pre-amplifier and the oscilloscope#
This amplifier was quite stable and was directly connected 
to the Output of the pre-amplifier# The output of this stage 
of amplification fed into the D.O# oscilloscope through a time 
constant of 50 m.s# The correction of this time constant was 
quite simple and a passive network of the type shown in fig.34 b  
was introduced between the photoformer and the ladder network 
when the diagrams v/ere being analysed# The response of the 
correction network to a square wave which has been passed through 
a differentiating network is shown in fig.^ffb. The time constant 
of this network is chosen to correspond to the compressor speed#
(35)
Two-Dimenaional Analogue for Extendeci Surface
When fixing a thermocouple wire for measurement of surface 
temperature, it is not possible to be certain that the wire has 
a perfectly sharp cylindrical edge or that the hole has a per­
fectly sharp edge# It is therefore conceivable that the thermo­
electric effects generated between the vacuum-deposited film and 
the wire extended surface could have an appreciable effect on the 
accuracy of the readings obtained from the thermocouple, especiall 
at high frequencies.
To obtain some idea of the magnitude of the errors which 
might be involved, a two-dimensional network representing a sectio 
of the thermocouple wire with attached "fin" was constructed.
The block diagram of the network is shown in fig. 3 6  * The con­
densers at the nodes of the network are all .OlfiF# and the unit of 
resistance is taken as lOK. On this basis, the block is 20;
units wide and 53 units deep. The "fin" is represented in depth 
by 1 unit of resistance i.e. 10 K. and one unit of capacitance 
i.e. .Olf^  F. and in width it oan be represented by either 17.1 K. 
with 2 X .OljJ F. condensers or 12 K.Æ. with 1 x .OljH F# capaci­
tance. The network is fed along the top edge through variable 
resistances from a variable-frequenoy oscillator# These resis­
tances represent the vapour film resistance and the effect of the 
"fin" is noted by taking the difference in voltage between surface 
at the finned end of the network and at each of the other surface 
junctions. This gives an accurate reading of the voltage at 
each of the surface junctions and the extremely high input imped­
ance of the difference amplifier ensures that the measuring probe 
has no effect on the conditions in the ne^ jwork. The network is 
shown in fig. 3 7  &  7  6 b,
In each case, the time scale multiplier has been chosen 
so that the "fin" is *001" deep and either .0011" wide or .0019" 
wide/
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wide depending on the circuit# The oscillator frequency was 
varied from 5 cycles/sec# to 5000 oycles/sec# with surface 
resistors being varied from 125 K.ohm to 22#7 M# ohm#
The possible errors involved are presented as the excess 
of the temperature at the tip of the "fin" (where the E.M.F. is 
generated) over the temperature of the bulk of the wire surface#
The range of heat transfer coefficients is approximately from 
80 to 14,000 BTU/hr,ft.2op.
The graphs38, "59 , 4 0  ,4 I , show that the existence of 
a small "lip" or "fin" on the thermocouple wire or on the edge of 
the hole in which the wire is inserted can cause appreciable 
errors in the recorded temperature# These errcqcs can extend over 
the entire range of frequencies met with in engine and compressor 
work and some account must be taken of the possibility of such 
errors in the assessment of the accuracy of the results obtained 
from experimental work*
Doubling the width of the "fin" has the effect of approxi­
mately doubling the enrror# In fig.4| it will be seen that as 
the frequency is taken to a Very high value, the error passes 
through a maximum value and then gradually falls# This is due 
to the reduction in the penetration of the wave into the wire#
When the penetration approaches the depth of the fin, the error 
will tend towards zero#
From the above it is clear that the accuracy of the surface 
thermocouple is limited by the degree to which the edges of the 
elements of the thermocouple are distorted#
The use of peened thermocouples for measurement of fluctuating 
temperatures is therefore, to say the least, suspect#
SECTION 6# (37)
TEST PROCEDURE
The following procedure is that adopted after the fitting 
of automatic controls when the machine was run continuously in 
order to éliminâte^  as far as possible, transient conditions in 
the circuit} These comprised,
(a) electrical cut-outs to shut-down the circuit in case 
of failure*
(b) controls to maintain steady conditions in the plant.
The circuit diagram of the electrical cut-outs is shown ill 
flgc 4 â  • Controls fitted to assist in steady running 
included a modulating valve controlling the cooling water
to maintain constant discharge temperature and a. feedback- 
controlled motor to keep the speed at the desired value.
When the plant is running continuously, two tests are run 
per day and the actual readings taken before eight in the morning 
and before eight in the evening in order to have the advantage 
of steady voltage conditions.
The test commences, after the leakage readings of the 
previous test have been taken, with the opening of the equalising 
valve and the shutting off of all heaters# The shorting switch 
on the cut-off is closed and the condenser water turned to
full flow. The evaporator outlet and inlet valves are closed 
and this causes the compressor to draw a vacuum in the measuring 
cylinder.
When this is sufficient for the purposes of the test, the 
cylinder valve is closed and the refrigeration circuit opened 
again. This operation should take less than 10 minutes. The 
condenser is returned to automatic control and when the D.P. 
cut-out has closed, the shorting switch across it is opened.
The calorimeter heat input is adjusted to the desired level 
and the oil heater and flov/meter switched on.
The/
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The plant is now run for about an hour during which time 
the expansion valve setting and the condenser water flow are 
adjusted to give the desired test conditions. When conditions 
have steadied down and the oil is maintaining a steady low level in 
the separator the plant is left to run under automatic control 
for a period of at least eight hours.
After this period, the power pack* oscillator and oscillos­
cope are switched on and allowed to warm up while the oscillos­
cope camera is loaded and the refrigerant circuit conditions 
checked# The condenser water is switched to flow through a 
glass orifice column which indicates whether the automatic water 
valve has modulated to give the correct constant flow or whether 
this has not been possible, perhaps due to variations in speed.
If conditions are satisfactory, the collection of condenser water 
for weighing is started and this proceeds while the temperatures, 
pressures and other readings are noted* A valuable indication of 
the degree of thermal eciuilibrium is given by the oscilloscope 
trace which will drift due to very slight changes in cylinder 
head temperatures. Readings are duplicated to ensure that 
equilibrium has been established*
When these readings have been obtained, the pressure and 
"Famborough" diagrams are photographed and the trace is cali­
brated by introducing nitrogen pressure above the capacitor 
diaphram and photographing the deflected trace at successive 
pressure increments.
Fluctuating Temperatures in Valve Plate
The phasing contactor is clipped into place and the thermo^ 
couple circuit switched so that fluctuating temperatures may be 
read. The signal from the contactor is fed into the pressure 
trace and the two "blips" aligned for phasing purposes. The 
wire to the pressure element is then disconnected and temperature 
readings/
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readings taken at every 20® of crank rotation. To guard
against the effects of slight changes in cylinder head tempera­
ture, the mean temperatures are frequently noted in a separate 
column, giving an indication of the time element involved in the 
readings*
After the introduction of electronic recording equipment 
for temperature measurement, the temperature traces were photo­
graphed on the oscilloscope along with calibration traces*
Piston Leakage
The following operations refer to the apparatus shown in 
fig* I I • The crankcase pressure control valve (D) is now set 
to the estimated position for the expected leakage and the differ­
ential manometer opened* The evacuated cylinder (B) is now 
opened and gas flows into it from the suction line* The equalising 
valve (a) is closed and the gas flowing into the cylinder must come 
from the crankcase* Slight adjustments are made to the control 
valve to bring the differential manometer to its original reading 
and when this is steady, readings of mercury height at each minute 
are taken on the other manometer* This gives the rate of increase 
of pressure in the cylinder from which the rate of leakage can 
be calculated# When the pressure in the cylinder has risen 
sufficiently for the rate to be established, the equalising valve 
is opened and another test is commenced by shutting off the 
heaters and drawing a vacuum in the cylinder*
Note*
Leakage vapour normally finds its way back into the suction 
line but when this vapour is removed for measurement there is an 
increased draw-off from the evaporator and condenser while the 
flow into the condenser is unaltered* This may be seen from 
fig. 4 3  * This tends to lower the evaporator and condenser 
pressures which must be countered by increasing the evaporator 
heat input and reducing the water supply to the condenser# The 
former is achieved manually but the condenser modulating valve 
successfully maintains the discharge pressure*
SECTION 7# (40)
VOLlllETBIC EFFIOIBNOY
When ouotion vapour is superheated, the mass flow may be 
determined from either the enthalpy balance aoroeo the Calori­
meter or from the liquid maeo flomaeter#
When the suction vapour is wot, the condition at suction 
is inferred from the enthalpy rise aoroao the evaporator in 
conjunction with the mass flow determined solely by the liquid 
mass flowmeter,
Due to the concentrio-tube construction of the condenser 
and the small mass flows encountered, the condenser method of 
mass flow determination was not used* This was due to the 
comparât 1 vely large heat leakage from the condenser which was 
impossible to oalibx’ate since the position at which aub-*ooollng 
oooured varied froai test to test. The x’oadlngs from the 
condenser - especially the rate of water flow wore nevertheless 
a useful guide to equilibrium conditions in the system#
fhermodynamio. propsi"tlea of Freon IS were obtainerl fx*om 
"Properties of Oommonly Used Refrigerants" ( <3 ) and these
were plotted on a base of dryness fraction and superheat so that 
the best basis in which to plot the results could be found#
For continuity in all curves, increments of entropy, 
apeoific Volume and enthalpy should be uniforra in the change 
from the wet to the superheated field#
i.e. A where f & û B g v m  of
^  ^  ^ ^  V  V  superheat#
In fact, these equalities are not realized but the 
variation ia sufficiently imall to be ignored# 
e#g# at 15^F# saturation température,
ÿ ^ 52.21 ^F/Unit of dryness#
/■^  F\ =7 4 7 3  %/Unit of drynosQ#
a 4 3 %  %/Unit of dryness#
(41)
The best basis on which to construct all curves is therefore 
with 438% » 1 unit of dryness since specific volume is the 
property primarily concerned with volumetric efficiency* 
Volumetric Efficiency is defined as,
Aspirated volume at conditions at suction manifold 
Swept volume of compressor*
Indicated Volumetric Efficiency is defined as,
Length of suction pressure intercept on P-V diagram 
Swept volume of compressor*
The form taken by the volumetric efficiency curves,
(figs. 4'4 to 4 6  ) is similar in each case* The rising
characteristic of the curves as the suction dryness approaches 
0*85 corresponds with the previous work by Smith and Giffen and 
Newley* The absence of a maximum in these graphs even with 
over 100%. superheated at the suction is surprising although 
the increase is quite small with superheat greater than 30%.
It will be seen that in the superheat field, the most 
suitable speed is 750 reV./min. whereas when air is the working 
fluid (Appendix ) no maximum is apparent* The incidence of 
wet compression favours the higher speed of rotation*
The valve plate temperature (figs*4 7  to 4 9  ) shows 
similar characteristics, rising slowly as the suction quality 
is raised and then rising much more steeply as the discharge 
vapour becomes superheated*
It is surprising that the discharge vapour superheats 
down to such low suction qualities (fig.5 I ), This cannot 
be totally ascribed to steady state heat transfer since with a 
low discharge temperature, (fig* 6 &  ) the superheat exists 
down to 0.6 dry. It is significant that the slope of the 
discharge vapour curve continuously rises until well into the 
superheat field, whereas steady-state heat transfer would 
produce/
(42)
produce a curve of continuously falling slope.
Fig*52 shows that the temperature difference across the valve 
plate does not vary greatly* Hence the heat transfer to the vapour 
as it passes through the compressor, must also he sensibly 
constant*
An alternative explanation lies in an inefficiency in the 
compression process which increases the work of compression*
Change of suction condition makes little difference to the 
indicator diagrams, in fact the scatter of results due to varia­
tion in oil level made such diagrams of little value*
The fall in volumetric efficiency must therefore be due 
principally to actions not apparent from the indicator card*
These will occur during suction and discharge when changes in 
density have little effect on the indicator card.
In the analysis of the indicator diagrams, the suction 
pressure intercept is difficult to determine and although the 
"Farnborough" Indicator assisted in obtaining this intercept, 
considerable scatter could occur due to the action being affected 
by oil on the diaphragm*
This is particularly apparent on the curve for 1000 rev./min* 
on fig. 5 0  * Under these conditions the splash lubrication 
causes considerable oil carry-over into the discharge line*
In this connection it was apparent that the oil carry-over was 
much greater when the suction condition was wet than when it 
was highly superheated. It was impossible to obtain quantitive 
results since the slightest alteration in oil level in the sump 
had a great effect in the amount of Oil carried over* This 
quantity in any case was never more than about 1*5 % 10"3ib*/min* 
and even if 50?S saturated with Freon could account for only 
;75 X 10”^lb*/min* of the capacity of the compressor.
The method of analysing the pressure diagrams will be seen
from/
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from fig# f O 2 in which the proesure-time diagram is set out 
and divided into strips 10^ apart# The pressures are obtained 
from the oscillograms shown in fig*fO/ in which calibration 
traces are superimposed at 20 lb#/in#^ intervals# The trace 
from the ”Farnborough** element also carries the phasing mark#
The indicator diagram, on a volume basis is shown on fig# / 0 3  , 
It will be seen that closure of the suction valve occurs some 
35^ after B#D#G# It was realized that some blow-back must 
occur to cause closure of the valve and work on this was carried 
out by Pearson ( 2  Co ) using this compressor and its associated 
test equipment#
3EQTIQH 8, (44)
PISTON LEAKAGE 
REDUCTION OF RESULTS
The leakage rate ia obtained by measuring the rise of 
pressure in the cylinder with respect to time# assuming isothermal 
conditions in the measuring cylinder.
P.V. = W.R#T#
dP w dw ^  T
d T  d
dw a Y  . d£ “ c ^
d T  BT d T  dt
P# from the manometer# is graphed in inches Hg to a base of time 
in minutes.
The validity of any set of readings is automatically 
checked by their approximation to a straight line. If the rate of 
leakage is not constant then the gradient of the line will vary.
By using the modified expansion valve to maintain a constant mean 
pressure in the crankcase, it was possible to produce results that 
showed no progressive deviation from a straight line#
A typical curve for rise of pressure in the metering 
cylinder is shown in fig. S"h and the leakage rate is calculated 
as shown below:
0 m where V « volume of cylinder (.4375 ft. )^
R » gas constant for F.12 (11.7 Ib.ft/^F. Ib) 
T w mean temperature of vapour, 
h w pressure (in. Hg.)
ÈSL * 144 X .4375 x .49 ^ dh 
dT 11.7 X 560 dT
Prom fig, 53  dh „ 2.56 in.Hg./fflin.
aT
= 4.71 X 10-3 X 2.56
Aoourao.v of Résulta/
&  
a T
a ,0121 Ib/min. leakage flow
(45)
Accuraoy of Heaulta
The method of estimating piston leakage was designed to 
give an error of less than 5?^  in the Freon 12 tests where flow 
quantities of about #015 lb/rain* were expeoted.
It is reasonable to assume that the timing of readings was 
carried out to an accuracy of .01 minutes and that the height 
of the mercury column could be read to within 0.1 of an inch.
The normal duration of a leakage run was 8 minutes during which 
time the manometer reading would rise to approximately 25" Hg. 
These figures give an estim!a,ted error of 0.55^  indicating that 
the main source of error is likely to be incorrect control of 
oranlcoase pressure. The differential manometer between sump 
and suction (G. fig. I I ) showed that the modified expansion 
valve controlled the crankcase pressure to + 0.25- Hg,
Assuming a mean differential pressure of 10 lb/in2 and a linear 
relationship between leakage and M.D.P. this gives rise to a 
possible error of + 1.5/^ .
Thus it can be seen that the theoretical error is within 
the 5^ set as the standard required for useful results.
The normal deviation of experimental points from the mean 
straight line is considerably less than 0.1 inch in a line rising 
to 5" giving an observed error of about 2^ .
(46)
Commenta on Heaulta
The résulta of the teats using both Freon 12 and air 
as the working fluids are shown in figs#S‘4to S ( o  *
In analysing the results the standardised curves of fig#5 7  were 
drawn. These enable the mean pressure differences between the 
cylinder and the orankoase to be deduced from a knowledge of the 
suction and delivery pressures of the compressor#
This mean pressure has been termed "Mean Differential Pressure" 
since it is calculated on a time basis#
That is, "WIean Differential Preaaure" (M.D.P*) w rpdy f
e/ T  “ J ®
These curves were constructed from theoretical pressure/crank 
angle diagrams assuming isentroplo compression and have been 
constructed for both freon 12 and air# Using the standardised 
M.D.P, curves, and assuming that the leakage /a /avntviav*^  
a curve of theoretical piston leakage has been prepared#
This is shown in fig# 5& # This curve indicates that the 
piston leakage will increase with increasing suction pressure 
up to high suotipn pressure# This increase in leakage has been 
noted by fuchs, Hoffmann and Hank ( I I  ) and also by Lorentzen
( 19 ),
The variation of piston leakage with speed is quite small 
within the practical speed range of the compressor# Values of 
piston leakage under static conditions have not been given, 
since (1) static tests are quite meaningless as the normal oil 
film would quickly be washed away,
(2) the effects of side thrumt on the piston would not 
be obtained#
The inadequacy of static tests has already been noted by Gosney
( 14 ).
It/
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It will be noted that the reduction in piston leakage with 
increasing speed is greater when Freon 12 is the working fluid 
than when air is the working fluid# This would seem to indicate 
the"importance of the oil film presented to the soluble refrigerant. 
It would appear that the increase of speed reduces the dilution 
of the oil film by the refrigerant#
Piston Leakage/Suction Enthalpy (fig# 5*4 )
The curve of leakage against auction enthalpy shows a 
slightly increasing characteristic in the range 0#5- 0.8 dry 
followed by a relatively sharp decrease between 0.8 and 1#0 dry.
In the dry field the leakage appears to be approximately constant# 
The increased leakage at about 0*9 dry is presumably due to 
the dilution of the oil film by condensation on the cylinder walls. 
The apparent slight decrease in leakage at suction conditions 
below 0.8 dry may be a temperature effect#
The leakage rate appears more stable in the superheat field* 
Increased specific volume will tend to reduce the leakage but 
this will be counteracted by the greatly reduced thickness and 
viscosity of the oil film#
Leakage/Suction Enthalpy at Various Pressures
These curves display the form observed in the curves of 
fig# S 5  #
It is noticeable that high suction pressures produce 
increases in the leakage rate. This is in agreement with the 
curve of theoretical piston leakage# (fig. S ’®  )♦
The leakage of va|>our past the piston is about of the 
mass flow of refrigerant in the compressor. Hence, even although
there is a 30^ increase of leakage in the transition from "dry" to 
"wet" compression, it is clear that the effect on the volumetric 
efficiency of the compressor is slight. A 30^ variation in 
leakage/
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leakage rate produces about 1.5?^  variation in volumetric 
efficiency*
Qommrison of Air and Freon 12 Leakage
In comparing the leakage of air, which is immiscible with 
the lubricating oil, with that of Freon 12, which is miscible 
with the lubricating oil, use has been made of the M.B.P* curve## 
The experimentally determined leakage past the piston has been 
plotted against mean differential pressure# This is shown in 
fig* * The linear nature of these curves indicates that the 
flow past the piston is viscous in nature*
Assuming a viscous leak, we have, m y ^— ». u
AI> r
By experiment, we know that ^  for Freon is approximately twice
the m value for air, (fig, C Q  )
AP ^ ,
For air under the teat oonditione, Ç « ,075 ll/ft,-*
fi a ,0175 0,p,
.«.PI 5 , 
,0175
For î'reon 12 under the test conditions,
(a), ,f|Hs.uming it leaks as a vapour, Ç a ,558 Ih/ft, ^
fJ a ,01 o.p,
A» “ * * i 49 K
,012
(h) assuming it leaks as a liquid, Ç» a 84 ll/ft, 3
/J a 0,29
^  a E X 81 a 290 K
.29
Assumptions (a) and (b) do not yield solutions which are of 
the same order as the experimental results*
(0) An alternative assumption is that the greater part of the 
Freon 12/
(49)
Freon 12 leaks past the piston as a solution in the oil film on
the oyliMer wall#
The mean dilution of the oil film cannot easily he calculated
hut considering the large surface areas involved solutions of as
much as 50^ Freon are possible#
In the case of a 50?^  solution under test conditions,
f = 70 It/ft.3
4/ a 4 O.p, (a.S,R,E. Data 
’ Book, 1949, p.309).
K X .5 X 22, , 6.75 K.
4
The result produced by assumption (o) is of the same order 
as the experimental result*
Conclusions
(1) The leakage of Freon 12 past the piston is probably laminar 
flow dissolved or partly dissolved in the oil film on the cylinder 
wall*
(2) For all practical pressure ratios, the piston leakage will 
be increased if the suction pressure is raised.
(3) Piston leakage does not vary greatly with speed, thus the 
loss of volumetric efficiency due to this leakage is much greater 
at low speeds*
(4) Piston leakage is greatest under "wot" conditions reaching 
a maximum at about 0*8 dry and falling to an almost constant 
figure in the superheat field*
(5) The alteration in leakage of refrigerant past the piston during 
the transition from "dry" to "wet" compression is slight and does 
not make a significant contribution to the reduction in the 
volumetric efficiency for the compressor during such transition*
SEOTIQN 9* (50)
TMPERATÜRE GRADIENT IN VALVE PLATE
From a knowledge of the surface temperature fluctuâtlone 
of the valve plate during the cycle, the cyclical heat exchange 
between the vapour and the plate may be obtained.
Steady state heat exchange is allowed for in the normal 
fashion.
If the heat flow is assured to be normal to the surface 
then the periodic heat flow may be found by carrying out a 
Fourier analysis of the temperature fluctuation.
For the 7- harmonic, the temperature gradient at the surface 
is given by ;
\ ^  +Î-J3 (Svv,->.OT
where ^  is the fundamental frequency.
From this it will be seen that higher order harmonics in 
the temperature waveform have a large effect on the heat transfer 
and cannot be neglected in the analysis.
This involves considerable labour in the calculation of the 
temperature gradient and as an alternative, a relaxation method 
and an electrical analogue have been used in the present investi­
gation.
Relaxation Pattern
Figs. (oO (a) and (b) show curves of temperature with 
respect to time and depth in plate.
The mean temperature gradient at time
is given approximately by T
and the mean temperature gradient at ^ 2 Sy-
depth X  by ^
Rate of change of the above gradient is'STJT^
Therefore, for heat transfer through the 
walls in one plane, the Fourier equation 
may be applied in the form oi,
and using the above approximations, is y , \ i
mm./ ’ (t,-t»VsST
(51)
Hence choosing S. #L 8 T  « S jc
this equation becomes - O
If the equation is not satisfied, then ^
where T  is the residual at •
This can be applied to a suitable relaxation pattern as 
shown in fig. tOc ♦
The pattern has time as one axis and depth in the cylinder 
wall, as the other* Each time interval is taken as a suitable 
crank-angle rotation and the depth '* S X  " is of the value to 
satisfy the equation.
The numerical values at each node show the corrections 
to be made in the residuals when the value is increased
e.g. when considering equilibrium at ft 
an increase of +1 at position 1*o
reduces the residual by 1, since the .
equation for position is &
Hence, choosing the largest residual and reducing it to 
zero by increasing the temperature at that node by half the 
amount of the residual, the true temperature at a particular 
node may be obtained.
The temperatures at the various nodes are assumed at the 
mean temperature of the surface and the residuals calculated 
and inserted as shown in fig* feOc .
Since the time scale is continuous, values at 360® 
immediately precede values at 20^ in the pattern.
When the process is carried in the direction X  sufficiently 
that the residuals are unimportant, the temperature gradient 
at the surface may be calculated by advancing the pattern in 
the direction ^ X  to obtain the temperature gradient at the 
surface*
The/
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The use of this relaxation technique was adequate for 
the calculation of temperature gradients due to temperature 
fluctuations not containing high harmonics#
Such is the case when the Jouhert Contactor is used to 
record the temperature since the scatter of results due to 
expansion valve "hunting" precludes the plotting of closely- 
spaced temperatures# This technique was used by the author 
( a  ) before the electronic recording equipment was developed.
The higher resolution of the electronic system of temper­
ature recording requires such refinement of the relaxation 
"net" as to render the process excessively laborious.
Electrical Analogue
The development of the electrical analogue is described in 
Section (O .
Temperature gradient and cyclical heat flow are derived as 
follows:
From the temperature fluctuation curves and its calibration, 
the scale of the temperature fluctuation curve can be obtained, 
and when processed through the analogue, the scale for the 
temperature gradient curve is obtained by considering the constants 
of the analogue and the amplification of the various amplifiers 
in the circuit. «X
For a speed of 1000 rev./min.,
% v\ ok C  X I o  ' ^  ^
a. 1% ^   ^ / OB €> *  4» ()
^  * * S  E V*
Temperature gradient scale on oscilloscope
a Scale of Temperature Fluctuation Curve
'(frayieni" ’Ohanriel ~ '  ' .^.......       '
(Gain of jij^peraure Channel) * ^Saln of differenoe amplifier)
= S op/cm.
Tempsratwe gradient = where » ordinate of gradiegj^^g^
» distance represented by 
first resistor in network.
Cyclical/
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Oyolioal heat flow » where A  ^  area of cylinder wall
^ exposed to vapour.
»'^Rx area of temperature 
gradient diagram.
In this calculation R has been assumed to be approximately
equal to 2 x valve plate surface.
Gomment8 on Results (Presentation)
Graphs of "Reduction of Volumetric Efficiency" due to
cyclical heat transfer are shown in figs* (,5 to 6 8 •
This presentation is possible since it has been stated
(page42L) that the ma^or causes of reduced performances occur
during suction and discharge.
The heat flow during suction will result in an increase in
the volume of vapour in the cylinder with consequent reduction
in volumetric efficiency.
An approximate value can be obtained if the process is
assumed to occur at constant pressure.
The increase in volume/unit heat transfer will depend on
whether (a) liquid is being evaporated or (b) vapour is being
superheated.
In the section on volumetric efficiency (page40) it was 
shown that
^shown that constant in both the wet and
i e Increase of volume ^,
S' • * încs^ reaae^ QÏ w
The mean values for this ratio are,
,0233 f-t.VB,T,U. at 5°P.
,0183 ft.Vs.T.U, at 15'^ï'.
,0144 ft,3/B,T.U, at 30°P,
And at 5^F. the percentage increase in volume of vapour in
cylinder «# >0233 x heat transfer/cycle « m n
cylinder volume ^
=s 2*28 X 10^ ?J per B.T.U. heat transfer.
(54)
Specimen temperature gradient oscillograms are shown in 
figs# and 6 3  .
The figures for heat transfer are necessarily approximate 
since they are based on readings from a single thermocouple* 
Comments
It will he seen that the general form assumed by the curves 
of réduction of volumetric efficiency is similar in each case,  ^
namely a rapid increase in loss of volumetric efficiency as the 
suction vapour becomes wet followed by a flattening out or fall 
as the wetness is further reduced#
Figé G I shows the change in the temperature fluctuation as 
the wetness in increased and fig. 6  4  shows the reduction in 
temperature fluctuation when the wetness is such that the 
discharge vapour is no longer superheated.
The form of these Reduction in Volumetric Efficiency curves 
is therefore dependent on whether the discharge vapour is wet 
or superheated. The presence of liquid in the discharge must 
interfere with the condensation on the valve plate. This is 
most probably due to a liquid film being deposited in addition 
to the condensation.
It is doubtful if this occurs at the same condition on all 
points on the cylinder surface although eventually the process 
must carry to the entire cylinder.
The shape of the volumetric efficiency curves is now quite 
capable of explanation, that is, a rapid fall in performance as 
the ciuality is lowered, followed by a less rapid fall correspond­
ing to the gradual increase in Lcondensed liquid on the surfaces 
of the cylinder wall.
The ,existenoe of this condensed film is clearly indicated 
by fig.49 i^ti which the valve plate temperature falls rapidly 
as the suction vapour condition for 30^F. saturation temperature 
is made very wet.
SECTION 10. (55)
1Ï.E0THI0AI. ANALOGUE
It has already been stated that a considerable number of 
haimonics must be allowed for in the calculation of the cyclical 
heat transfer. The method of estimating the temperature 
gradient by means of. a relaxation pattern, while a practical 
method, is not very suitable when a large nuraber of calculations 
are required. This is due to the relatively slow rate of 
convergence of residuals.
It was therefore deemed worth while to investigate the 
construction of a computing mechanism to calculate these tempera­
ture gradients# An electrical analogue method seemed the most 
attractive and the use of a photoformer to provide the cyclical 
voltage waveform was decided upon.
The use of electrical analogues involving photoformers has 
of course been common for some time for the study of servo- 
mechanism problems, as shown by Korn and K o m  ( IG ). The 
use of analogue methods for transient heat flow has however been 
restricted mainly to the simple cases of step function and sinu­
soidal boundary conditions.
V# Pashchkis and H.P. Baker ( E.4 ) describe a
method of H.O. networks based on finite differences as in the 
graphical methods of Schmidt ( ^ 7  )# Examples are given
both for one and two dimensional cases with step-funotions and 
sinusoidal conditions and also for steady state conditions.
An analogue described by Lawson ( 1 8  ) made use of an
electronically generated exponential waveform to feed an 
iterated netv/ork. In his analytical work, Lawson suggested 
that for a prescribed accuracy of the first section of a 
network, the length of subsequent sections can vary in direct 
proportion to the distance from the surface.
Such an arrangement was decided upon, but since the accuracy
was/
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was difficult to calculate, a method similar to that adopted by 
Stevenson and Mitalas ( 3 2  ) was used to ascertain this,
both in regard to the amplitude and phase-shift of the current 
flow pattern# This was expedited by the use of a decade 
oscillator and a transfer function analyser in conjunction with a 
transfer function resolver*
Fig. 6 ^  shows the amplitude of sinusoidal waves penetrating 
from the surface of the material for various frequencies and for 
the network arrangements shown in fig* 7 0  \ Fig. 7  I shows the 
phasing of the current, i.e. the flow, at the surface for differ­
ent networks# It will be seen that there can be considerable 
divergence from^the theoretical 45^ phase-shift and that where the 
lumping is not uniform, divergence is very great. The graph 
"o" shows the best arrangement between the frequency limits of 
100 cycles/sec# and 2000 cycles/sec#, giving 20 harmonics.
This is considered to be of sufficient range to suit the 
equipment used i# the measurement of temperature fluctuation.
The shapes of the curves are indicated by the presence of small 
networks with short time constants in "d" and "e" giving a hump 
at high frequencies and the presence in all oases of a long time 
constant network at the end of the chain, giving: emphasis to the 
low frequencies. The effect on the amplitude of the heat flow 
is not so great as on the phase-shift as can be seen from 
fig. 7 2  in which reasonable agreement is obtained with all the 
arrangements shown, up to quite high frequencies.
The use of non-regular networks where the current flow 
rather than the temperature pattern is required must therefore be 
preceded by a careful theoretical or experimental analysis of the 
system. It is convenient that at the higher frequencies where 
the phase-shift is smaller than 45^ the amplitude is also lower 
than the theoretical. Hence the higher harmonics will auto­
matically disappear. The photoformer used in the actual analogue 
has a noise filter fitted, which ligits the output of the photo­
former to about 30 harmonics.
The/
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The feedback photoformer using an opaque mask, as described 
by Sunstein ( 3 3  ) was used to provide non-sinusoidal
cyclical voltage variations as input functions for a direct 
eledtrical analogue by S*E, Isakoff ( I S "  )#
The purpose of the analogue was to measure the performance 
of pulsation dampers at the outlet fvom reciprocating compressors, 
The first arrangement adopted was as shown in fig* 7 3  *
A photo-multiplier cell was acted upon by reflected light 
transmitted through a narrow slot from a uniforra light source 
by way of a rotating drum* The drum carried a matt white 
surface on which was affixed a black trace whose width was 
proportional to the temperature fluctuation* The voltage 
variation on the photocell anode was amplified and fed at a 
^low impédance to an analogue chain* This arrangement was 
reasonably satisfactory but suffered from several defects as 
noted under5-
(a) the relative reflectivity of the black 
and white paper had to be accurately 
controlled*
(b) the linearity of the phototube cathode 
was assumed to be adequate*
(c) the light source was assumed to be 
completely uniform.
Variations in any of these factors obviously must detract 
from the accuracy of the method and although reasonable initial 
success was achieved it was eventually decided to replace the 
reflected light source with a direct light source*
This arrangement incorporates the more usual type of 
photo-former circuit using the photocell as an error-indicating 
device to position a cathode ray. It was further considered 
desirable to preserve the rotating drum feature of the original 
machine/
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machine, since adjustment of the time base traoe of an oscill­
oscope to scan a mask is an exacting operation which incidentally 
introduces a fly-back period and the possibility of non- 
line:arity in the time base sweep.
The rotating drum was therefore replaced by a perspex 
cylinder on to which an opaque (black) paper traoe could be 
affixed in the same manner as before omitting, of course, the 
white backing sheet. The light spot is reflected on to the 
photocell by a mirror-lens system as shown in the block diagram 
of fig* 7 4  * The output of the phototube feeds a B.C.
push-pull amplifier coupled to the cathode ray tube deflection 
plates. The signal is taken from one of these plates.
Design of the feed-back amplifier was found to be rather 
difficult due to the large scanning voltages necessary on the 
cathode ray tube, which was run on a fairly high B.H.T. voltage 
to give a sharp spot. A furthei» difficulty which was not 
recognised until a considerable number of different amplifier 
designs had been tried and discarded was the tendency of the 
feed-back loop to be unetabljp due to excessive gain.and long 
time constant*
The long time constant of the loop was almost entirely 
due to the unsatisfactory photoscanning tube used in the first 
arrangement. This was an AOR 10 (green) fluorescence tube 
and proved to have a time constant of m.s* It is thus
apparent that the spot will not faithfully follow the trace at 
writing speeds above 50 cycles/seo. The tube time constant 
exhibits itself as a delay mainly in the decay of the spot 
and not in its appearance. ^  Fig,
Hence on a forward stroke in which the spot is tending 
to be covered, the traoe is followed accurately but when the 
trace uncovers the spot, although the plate potential correctly 
deflects the spot, its afterglow causes further deflection, 
giving/
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giving a completely distorted trace#
The accuracy of the instrument is therefore limited by 
loop instability and tube frequency response*
The instability displayed itself as distortion of the 
trace which was marked as a slight overshoot at commencement and 
complete unreoognisability under the gain at first adopted.
After the cause of this distox’tion was recognised, the solution 
was eomparAtively simple, being the .reduction of the cathode 
potential on the photocell. The high scanning voltages were 
attained by using 3.P.61 valves ivhioh are high-elope, high- 
current pentodes. These were connected in a long-tailed-pair 
arrangement with shift facilities on the "dead" grid. This 
necessitated the use of a negative voltage supply to maintain 
the input grid at the level of the phototube anode.
The relevant photographs and circuit diagrams for the 
photoformer and its associated power supplies are shown in 
figs. 7 6  to 7 2  . It will be observed from fig. 7  7  that the 
output from the photo-former ia by a cathode follower stage.
This is employed to provide a low impedance source for the 
analogue network. The use of such low impedance cathode 
followers has been adopted for associated circuitry in the 
analogue.
Since the analogue is used to determine temperature 
gradient, the quantity to be measured is the current flow into 
the transmission line representing the cylinder wall. The 
current flow can foe conveniently measured by noting the voltage 
drop across the first resistor in the line, which is proportional 
to current flow. The most essential part of the analogue 
apparatus, assuming the input voltage to be available, therefore 
becomes the voltage difference measuring equipment.
Bifferential Amplifier 
The/
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Differential Amplifier
The requirements here are strict linearity of output with 
inj)Ut over a wide frequency range#
These have been adequately met in the unit shown in fig# 7 Ô  # 
This is based on a well known audio-frequency phase 
splitting stage first developed for medical research purposes 
in U.S.A. and later the basis of several well known "High - 
Fidelity" amplifier designs.
The cross-coupling between the fix'st and second double 
valves, provided heavy negative feedback and adequately 
compensates for slight assymmetry in the valves and components.
The output can be taken from either final valve anode since the 
signals at these points are exactly equal, but in phase opposition.
Balancing is carried out by adjustment of the cathode 
potentiometer in the cathode-follower input sections. Equal 
signals applied to both inputs (by strapping them together) give 
zero output when the circuit is properly balanced.
Analogue for Radial Flow in Spheres
The accuracy of lumping in an electric circuit representing 
heat flow in cylindrical and aplierioal body is discussed by 
Paaohkis and Heisler ( 2 4  ) and the values of resistors and
capacitors used are determined from the physical dimensions of 
the cylinders and spbex'es. It therefore follows that the 
networks are not uniform. This is satisfactory for dealing 
with temperature distribution but when considéra temperature 
gradient and heat flow it has been found/flow through a slab 
( ) that the effect of non-unifox'mity in the network is
very considerable when phase relationships are considered.
In dealing with spheres, therefore, it is probably more accurate 
to use the transformation U  » "fv* and treat the system as a 
linear network.
In the problem of heat flow to a sphere with a fluctuating 
tem%)orature on the surface, the boundary conditions on the linear 
networi(/
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network must be suoh that at the centre, r=0, the value of U 
must also be zero. Henoe this end of the network will be at 
earth j)otential.
For the determination of temperature gr^ -^ dients we require
the values and by differentiation of U=tr we get the
expression -SiÎL , «H f -bil
cAv'  ^ V [ " V i
and considering the gradient at the surface and using finite 
increments we get /cAt\ * F, , i T
and in the electrical terms of a lumped network
= v75=f [ v  s - V a ]
Referring to the circuit diagram for the analogue, fig. 7 3  , 
it will be seen that the fraction of the input voltage Vs* 
can be taken off by a potentiometer across the input of the 
network and that the required d i f f e r e n o e c a n  be 
obtained by using the differential amplifier as for a linear 
network. It has been found that the proportion of the input 
voltage must be picked off with extreme accuracy. This is 
facilitated by the fact that if a direct current is fed to the 
input of the network, the proportion of the input given by 
will be at the same potential as the first iterated^ point on the 
network. A micro-ammeter placed across these two point^on the 
potentiometer to be accurately found* «vi^ Vale» Hie
To complete the investigation on the suitability of the 
analogue shown, sinusoidal inputs were applied at the surface of 
the chosen analogue chain (i.e. arrangement 0,) for varying 
frequencies. Amplitude and phase-shift down the chain were 
noted, and are shown in figs. 8 O and 8 I . Theoretical 
curves are shown for comparison* Similar curves have been 
drawn for the network simulating radial heat flow in spheres. 
These are shown in figs. Ô2 to'8 5  .
It/
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It will be observed that the amplitude relationships 
are much more closely followed than the phase relationships 
and it is thbse phase relationships which are the limiting 
factor in the use of passive networks. This has been pointed 
out by Stevenson and Mitalas although their remarks referred 
to uniform networks* It will also be seen from fig.8 1 that 
the use of non-uniform networks can give very considerable phase 
distortion, although the amplitude relationships are adequately 
matched for a considerable frequency range. Hence if a complex 
waveform is applied to the surface of the network, then it is 
important that a considerable length of uniform network be 
placed at the beginning of the chain if phase distortion of the 
current of heat flow waveform at the surface and subsequently 
down the chain is to be avoided. In suoh cases, it is probable 
that the use of an active uniform network would give better 
results. It will be seen from the above investigation that the 
most suitable fundamental frequency for the input waveform to the 
photo-former is about 100 cycles per second.
This corresponds to four diagrams on the drum traoe when 
the drum is rotated at 1500 revs, per minute. This value is 
chosen since a synchronous motor running at 1500 rev./min. was 
fitted to the photo-former. The use of a synchronous motor 
enables a very steady traoe to be shown on the cathode ray tube 
since any 50 cycles/sec. interference or hum will itself be 
stationary on the tube and synchronisation of the trace for 
photography is simplified.
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ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE 
- BASIC FORMULAE 
For 1-dimenslonal heat flow in an infinite slab,
and for current flow in an infinite cable with zero inductance,
£ v  „ - L ^  -ë 5 l
d T  ~ AgCp d  T*.
These are analogous if a .* - and q: » V p
but a change in time scale is possible if 
is introduced.
Also by writing  ^ R  s /
and C e  ^ C s /§y.
we may write   SL^L. .
v»Te R ; C &  ol y.*-
Hence §  f*’ ^
and
I ^   ^ v\ T V
or for sinusoidal components,
V\ (S| « O  where N « Thermal frequency
Ù  » electrical frequency
For a film resistance represented by , 
film thickness =
Distance represented by 8 ^
Formulae Used in Constructing Theoretical Curves
(a ) For temperature at any depth in an infinite slab# due to 
cyclically varyihg surface temperature,
or electrically,
Phase/
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Phase lag of waveform,
or electrically, yj - ^
Temperature gradient at surface is given by,
Cxï)» ’ j V û ^ s
Phase displacement = 45^#.
(B) For radial heat flow in a sphere, with cyclically varying sur­
face temperature, graphs are plotted on to a base, 
tebio -«adiua
Outer Radius 
or ^  a ( T h e r m a l )
(Electrical)
Amplitude at any radius is derived from,
O 3 ~SÂk V, ( I (ji where V   ^ Tv"
_  Y &  5%ul,0+O(ÿ %
ts * ^  S\v,v,(i+i^ <ji
S (Electrical)
Phase lag of waveform is given by,
SxvtU +
Temperature gradient at surface,
r d t \  , 1"» r j k ± M Ç s 4 i ± ? ; ^  - /I
l ^ / S  ' S imH I  J
- a (Electrical )
Phase displacement of gradient curve is given by.
{Jj X A ^ . r G  + 0  ^ C o s U ^ n - O ^  _  I 
T  S«v,V,(t
SECTION 11. (65)
EVAPORATION OF ENTRAINED DROPLETS
In a compressor running at high speed it cannot reasonably 
be assumed that liquid induced into the cylinder during a wet 
suction process will be evaporated before the end of the delivery 
stroke. This has previously been suggested by Smith ( 2 3  ).
The size of droplet is difficult to estimate but in the
discussion which follows, droplet sizes of 25, 50 and 80 microns
have been assumed as representing a reasonable distribution of 
droplet diameter.
The process of heat transfer between the liquid and the 
surrounding vapour will occur by evaporation, condensation and 
sensible heat exchange. These are illustrated in fig. 8fe
Diagram "A" shows the vapour transferring heat through a 
superheated film and since the surface temperature of the droplets 
is lowex' than the saturation temperature of the vapour, conden­
sation is taking place, The heat being transferred at the
interface to the droplets will comprise,
(a) the sensible heat of the superheated vapour (Vv *Tt)Vi^
(b) the latent heat of condensation
This heat absorbtion by the droplets must be equal to the heat 
transfer at the surface given by
Diagram "B" shows the droplets evaporating into the vapour stream. 
In this case, the ^  is positive but if we examine the general 
expression for the interchange at the surface of the drop
sr O  we see that for evaporation, 
i.e. a negative value of ^ ^  can be positive or
negative, depending on the value of
With condensation, however, the value of "STv* will always 
be negative. This is illustrated in diagram "0". This shows 
a negative temperature gradient at the surface gradually reducing 
to zero, with condensation or evaporation taking place depending 
on/
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on whether (Îv-TT/^^ is less than, or greater than ^  ^  *
The lower diagram, "D" shows the corresponding growth and decay 
of the drop size.
It has been indicated by G. Brown ( ^  ) that the
temperature of a droplet in contact with its vapour, is defined 
almost exactly by the saturation temperature of the vapour*
To check on this, the condensation coefficients of Freon 12 under 
varying conditions of pressure and superheat were evaluated by 
the method of Silver ( &  %  ). Fig.87 shows these condensation 
coefficients# A typical estimation of 7^ gives a value of 
about 1^ of the vapour superheat which is quite negligible* From 
the above, it is clear that the surface temperature of droplets 
existing during a compression cycle can be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy from the indicator diagram. This is done by taking 
the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure. ICnov»?ing 
this surface temperature fluctuation, it is possible to calculate 
the surface temperature gradient necessary to maintain the tempera­
ture pattern#
In order to determine whether condensation or evaporation 
is taking place, it is necessary to know the vapour film coeffi­
cient. This is extremely difficult to calculate, but an approxi­
mation has been made as shown below. This calculation is subject 
to various simplifying assumptions including:
(a) The droplets are assumed to enter the cylinder without swirl, 
this has been shown by Alooek ( / ) to be correct for
cylinders and pistons of the kind used in the compressor.
(b) It is assumed that compression of vapour continues in an 
isentroplo fashion as though no heat exchange was undertaken 
with the droplets# The amount of superheat actually existing 
in the vapour will therefore be less than that assumed in the 
calculation.
(o) The gas velocity through the suction valve is assumed to be 
proportional/
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(o) proportional to the ratio of piston area to valve port 
area*
Relative velocity between the vapour and a liquid droplet 
is determined by considering the drag force and inertia force 
acting on the droplet. This drag force has been determined 
from the settling speed of the sphere in the vapour. The 
velocity of a droplet of liquid entering during the suction 
stroke can therefore be determined throughout the compression 
and delivery stroke. Fig. 8&shows the velocity of droplets 
at various points during the compression stroke. These curves 
are drawn to a base of the point of admission of the droplet 
during the suction stroke*
The mean height of these curves gives the mean velocity 
of droplets during the compression and discharge stroke.
Curves of mean velocity are shown in fig. 63 . for 25, 50 and 
80 microns diameter droplets.
Knowledge of these velocities enables the heat transfer 
coefficient between the liquid and vapour to be calculated.
These are made on the Kuaselt - Reynolds relations, shown on^  ^ 
fig. 3 0  . Below RewlOOO, the expression N w  = 2  t»#
is used and above Re«1000, the expression N m  a
The Prandtl number has not been introduced into the Nusselt- 
Reynolds expression since for Freon 12 vapour under conditions 
obtaining, the Prandtl number is sufficiently near unity for this 
to be neglected.
The electrical analogue was that used to determine the 
accuracy of lumping for radial heat flow in spheres ( p age 6 0  ), 
The input however, was provided by the photoformer and comprised 
a saturation temperature curve for "wet" compression (suction 
dryness 0.7; saturation temperature at suction 5^F; saturation 
temperature at discharge 100^F, speed 750 r.p.m.). To simulate 
conditions/
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conditions in the cylinder as closely as possible, the trace 
inserted on the photoformer drum consisted of one cycle of 
temperature excursion, followed by one cycle at auction tempera­
ture# This ensured that the condensers in the network were 
fully discharged at the beginning of compression, as would of 
course occur in the compressor cylinder where droplets at the 
beginning of compression would be at a constant temperature 
equal to the suction temperature# fhe time required to cause 
the condensers in the analogue chain to be fully discharged was 
checked by applying a step function to the input of the chain 
and noting the time taken for the last condenser in the chain to 
reach equilibrium conditions# This was greatest in the case.of 
the network comprising 51 K# resistors and was about 3 m#s#
(fig. 7*) ),
Since the system is in a steady state for one half revolution 
of the drum i#e# 20 m# s# it may be assumed that the condensers 
are fully discharged at the beginning of compression#
Vifhen 1îhe steady phase before compression is not allowed, 
the alteration in the temperature gradient is seen by comparing 
figs# 910, and9lk# The oscillograms for the temperature gradients 
are shown in fig#^& and the diagrams on fig. 9  %  show the 
temperature gradients with calculated values of heat transfer 
through the vapour film superimposed# These diagrams correspond 
to Diagram "0** of fig* 8 6  #
In each case it will be seen that during the first part of 
the cycle the temperature gradient curve is above the heat transfer 
curve# This means that condensation is ocouring on the surface of 
the droplets. During discharge and re-expansion the heat transfer 
exceeds the température gradient and evaporation is therefore 
ocouring# On the assumption that the si£se of the droplet is 
unaltered, the figures of Table R  have been calculated*
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TABLE A
Droplet Dia^ 
(inch)
Evaporation 
after T*D#C# 
(#)
Condensation 
on drop up to T.D.C. 
(/»)
#001 33.7 10.3
#002 36.3 14.8
#003 45.5 1.0
These figures indioate that during compression and discharge 
the droplet is virtually unchanged in size and that during the 
re-expansion stroke about 30^ of the droplet is evaporated# If 
it is assumed that all the droplets remain in the clearance 
space then the reduction in volumetric efficiency due to the 
"flashing" of these droplets can easily be calculated# The curves 
of fig# ^ 4  show the reduction in volumetric efficiency based on 
the above assumption# As the auction vapour condition becomes 
progreasively wetter, the degree of superheat during compression 
will be reduced# Increased condensation on the droplets will 
result from the fall in sensible heat transfer from the vapour 
and a reduction in the "flashing" during re-expansion will also 
occur#
The effect of variation in compressor speed was investigated 
by modifying the speed of the rotating drum of the photoformer 
to determine the temperature gradient at the surface of the droplets 
fig#^ 6  shows the values of temperature gradient and Nusselt 
Humber drawn on a basis of speed ratio#
It will be seen that the rate of increase of Huaselt Humber 
is greater than the rate of increase of heat transfer coefficient 
so that the condensation during compression will be reduced and 
the evaporation during re-expansion will be increased, as the 
compressor speed is raised#
The/
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The variation in these quantities is not, however, consid­
erable, and since at the higher velocities the drop size distri­
bution is probably considerably modified, it would appear that the 
values calculated for 750 rev*/mln*. can be applied over a wide 
range of speeds#
Drop sizes outwith the range considered (*001" - *003" dia#) 
have similar oharaoteristics unless (a) the drops are very large, 
or (b) the drops are very small*
(a) Very large drops will, by their inertia, impinge on the 
walls of the cylinder and form a film without rebounding# This 
has been shown by Garner ( I B .  ) to apply for droplets of up 
to 200 /J (#008") diameter striking a baffle plate#
(b) Very small droplets ax'e probably completely evaporated 
during the latter part of the compression and discharge stroke# 
This is indicated by the following approximate calculation#
Heat Transfer to Very Small Droplets
If it is assumed that there is no relative motion between 
the droplets and the vapour, then Nu = 2.
It is further assumed, as before, that the heat transfer 
through the vapour film is the controlling factox* and that means 
transfer will proceed at a higher rate than this#
To simplify calculation, the process is confined to a droplet 
which is (1) at a uniform temperature equal to saturation tempera­
ture.
(2) in a constant environment 20®F# superheated#
(3) the duration of the process corresponds to the dis­
charge stroke of the compressor at 750 rev#/min. 
(50°)#
Ku * 2 = h I
Hate of evaporation of droplet - ent
(71)
i*e# rate of evaporation of droplet » h A Q
L
a — dW 
dt
■âïï - - 4 rre A  (h « 2k )
dt r "TT
(a » 4rTr^)
also W = Vp = Air r3 e _
3
dw
dr
-a 4 rr r^ç
now dr _ dr dw
dt dw dt
ËC =, » ' S X -
dt r L Ç
or dt a* LrP dr
k ©
+ -is5e I ^ for complete evaporation.
2ek I 0
3.13 X 10"® = 2.89 X 10^ for the oonditions assumed.
r » 1,04 X 10”5ft.
Droplet diameter = 0.25 x 10"^ in.
i.e# droplets below this size are completely evaporated*
This estimate is probably high since no account has been 
taken of the thermal capacity of the droplet or of surface tension 
at the vapour-liquid interface# The effect of surface tension 
can be considered by using the method of Laine ( 1 7  ) to estimate
the surface tension for Preon 12 at the conditions assumed#
This is low (approx# 10 dyne/cm.) so that the pressure across the 
interface is small with only .456 lb#/ln#^ for a #001 in# dia# 
droplet#
However/
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However, as the droplet is evaporated, the increase in 
pressure could become significant* Assuming the effect to be 
important, when the pressure difference corresponds to half of 
the vapour superheat (about 19 lb,/in.^) the droplet diameter is 
then 2*4 % 10""^ in*
Droplets reduced to this size even from 5 x 10"5i3a* (ifj ) 
have lost 90^ of their mass so that the effect of surface tension 
may be ignored in all oases*
Hotel- The distribution of droplet diameter, in the first instance 
is determined by the mode of evaporation in the calorimeter as 
investigated by Hewitt ( S| )•
The size distribution is further modified by the "baffle" 
action of the suction valve reed* The impingement, spreading 
and tearing off which occurs at the valve results in a mixture 
of large and small droplets, quite independent of the distribution 
at the compressor suction manifold*
Examination of the graphs of indicated volumetric efficiency 
which would reflect increase in the volume of the expanded vapour 
shows that the reduction in indicated volumetric efficiency is 
quite small and therefore the assumptions which have been made 
are obviously not correct* It is improbable that all of the 
liquid would remain in the clearance space, even when the suction 
vapour is almost dry* Certainly when the dryness fraction falls 
below about *8 the discharge vapour is wet*
Garner (12, ) investigated the action of baffles on the
liquid particles and ±t is probable that a considerable amount 
of the liquid impinging on the valve plate and piston surfaces 
spreads as a thin film and does not leave with the vapour àt all.
This liquid film on the cylinder wall would of course reduce 
the condensation which takes place when the mean temperature of the 
cylinder wall is less than the temperature corresponding to the 
saturation pressure of the vapour* This is reflected in the 
cyclical temperature fluctuations on the cylinder wall which 
show/
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show a reduction when the discharge temperature falls to the 
saturation temperature at discharge, indicating the presence of 
liquid in the discharge stream and possibly an extensive amount 
of liquid on the cylinder surfaces# This has been discussed 
on page'5^4" f
8SGII0N 12. (74)
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND OOmŒHTB
The development of a satisfactory analogue for the analysis 
of cyclical heat flow problems has been described. The investi­
gation of the accuracy of passive networks indicated the desir­
ability of a uniform section at the input end of the network 
to avoid serious errors due to phase distortion of current flow* 
This is contrary to a suggestion by Lawson { f S  ) probably 
referring only to voltage, that lumps of varying length be 
placed at the input*
The processes affecting the transition from superheated 
suction to wet suction have been analysed and the following have 
been inferred:
1) Piston leakage has little effect on the volumetric efficiency 
during the transition*
2) The effect of valve leakage was not measured, but the small 
change in leakage past the piston suggests that the action of 
the valves will be similarly affected by change of suction 
condition.
3) Droplets entering with the vapour at suction may exist and 
even grow during compression but the existence of free 
droplets is limited and liquid which remains in the cylinder 
spreads on the cylinder walls to be evaporated, in part, 
during the suction stroke, causing rapid fall in cylinder 
wall temperature*
4) The principal cause of inferior performance during wet 
compression is cyclical heat transfer between cylinder 
wall and charge, the reduction in volumetric efficiency 
due to this being approximately calculated from cyclical 
temperature fluctuation at the cylinder wall*
Calculation of heat transfer coefficients has not been in­
cluded since, as Overbye ( 2 . 3  ) stated, negative values of
heat/
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heat transfer coefficient are obtained#
This was found by the author to be very pronounced when 
the suction vapour was wet and condensation or evaporation was 
taking place#
Overbye contended that the assumption of quasi-steady 
state heat transfer was unjustifiable due to thermal capacity 
in the fluid* This.was supported by Annand ( 8  ) and is
in line with the author's findings*
The electrical analogue described has been modified to 
analyse the flow of air in the lung and is the subject of a 
paper by the author ( 3  )•
Development of the equipment to allow for non-linearity 
in airway resistance and compliance is being carried out.
(76)
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APPENDIX 11. (81)
.1
XNDIOATING MEOHANISM
For Buceeasful Indloatlon of a refrigeration compressor, 
the mechanism should satisfy the following requirements:-
(a) independo^nce of pressure waveform frequency*
(b) calibration by a static pressure.
(o) insensitivity to change in temperature.
(d) sealed against leakage of vapour from cylinder.
(e) modification of clearance volume small or zero*
(f) simple and reliable construction.
The above requirements eliminate the mechanical indicator 
due to its poor frequency response and large clearance require­
ments. The modified "Farnborough" indicator as used by Giffen 
and Newley ( 1 3  ) is worthy of consideration, but in the
case of a 1§" diameter cylinder with minimum clearance, a more 
compact pressure transducer is desirable.
This points to some type of electronic indicator and to 
facilitate machining, a small condenser type of pressure 
transducer is capable of satisfying the above requirements.
To accommodate zero and low pressure indications, a high 
frequency modulated carrier wave principle may be employed.
Following the above principles, the indicating mechanism 
described below was designed and built.
Electronic Circuitry
Fig. 9 6  shows the circuit and block diagrams of the signal 
transducing unit or Element Amplifier.
The block diagram shows the oscillator and amplifier feeding 
two identical channels comprising buffer amplifier input stage, 
biasBing section and demodulator. The output is fed to a 
double-beam Oossor D.O. oscilloscope.
The circuit diagram shows a series-valve stabilised power 
pack supplying E.T# as 270 V. to the entire unit. Such a pack 
reduces ripple to the minimum and assists in maintaining the 
frequency/
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frequency stability of the oscillator* A Oolpitts electron- 
coupled oscillator supplied a small R.F* carrier output at 
1*6 Me/8. to a tuned amplifier* This frequency is used 
since being an intermediate frequency for broadcast radio 
receivers, tuned transformers of high quality can easily be 
obtained*
The pentode buffer amplifiers were found to be necessary 
to prevent common capacitances in the two channels feeding 
signals from one channel into the other#
The input section consists of a coil, variable condenser, 
the pressure transducing elements and associated cable*
This is followed by a biassing section which removes any 
unwanted carrier by operating an amplifier under class "C* 
conditions. This is necessary, since under certain ciroum- 
stanoes the modulation is only a small percentage of the carrier 
voltage* Variable bias is obtained from a potentiometer across 
the H*T. supply. The mode of operation is illustrated in 
fig* *
The output signal is passed to a diode rectifier followed 
by a network to remove any trace of ripple introduced in the 
H.T* supply* This was found to be barely necessary in the 
final layout of the unit*
The micro-ammeter shown is useful for setting-up purposes 
and enables the trace to be set on the screen of the oscillos­
cope v/ith the minimum of difficulty*
Modulation
The carrier voltage is amplitude modulated in the input 
section by varying the impedance of the circuit and thereby 
altering the voltage across it.
Fig* (a) shows the buffer amplifier and input section 
in skeleton form, and fig3Q (b) shows the simplified equiva­
lent circuit. In this, the coupling of the transformer is 
assumed to be perfect* ^  ^
voltage V = p  6 3  ^ Ro,/% I /
where Z = impedance of aeries parallel network L $ (2
(83)
hence V =
t-simpllfying to
K _
V 3 F)-S C  where K,A and B are constants*
K a 4r L ^
A iOL»+‘^ )
B =s(u*-c-«.'or)
For maximum rate of change of voltage with change in 
capacity Should be maximum*
is maximum 
and since only C is variable,
is maximum when (A - BO) is minimum,
I V ^ - 0 ^ is minimum.
Separating Real and Unreal parts, 
minimum when I ^ 6.C e® o ( negligible)
which is resonance for the input circuit*
Hence the variable capacitor is adjusted so that the 
circuit is near resonance to give maximum sensitivity*
In normal use, the operating condition is somewhat off 
resonance to maintain the calibration as linear as possible* 
The effect of frequency drift is similar to that of 
variation in capacity and causes a change in the impedance of 
the input section which alters the output voltage* Frequency 
stability is therefore of first importance*
For a small change in capacitance, the change in voltage 
may be assumed as almost linear, since V and for a small
increase in 0 equal to ^ C- ,
i*e* Sv is proportional to SC #
In the pressure transducer element, the movement is small 
compared with the gap between the pin and the diaphragm, so 
that/
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that the change in capacitance is almost proportional to 
change in pressure# 
thus:-
capacity of element % where X  is distance between
plates of element#
displacement due to pressure » vvtjo 
hence for a pressure |o the capacity becomes, 
or, the change in capacity « Z  v^)p 
which is proportional to |o *
i.e, the chani9:e is oreesure is approximately nronortional to 
the change in voltage at the output of the unit.
The indicating mechanism described proved to be extremely 
sensitive and provided a "warming-up" time of about two hours 
was allowed, the stability of the equipment was adequate# To 
improve stability, the use of crystal-controlled oscillators was 
considered* Since this involved a complete re-design of the 
equipment, opportunity was taken to employ the most modern 
electronic techniques#
The rather simple circuit shown in fig. 9 9 was evolved*
Two such pieces of equipment were of course required and to 
avoid interaction the crystal-controlled oscillators were set 
at slightly different frequencies# The response of the unit 
to a suddenly switched-in capacitor is shown in fig*100 *
This response shows an excellent zero-frequency and high frequency 
characteristic#
APPENDIX 111. (85)
AIR QIRCUIÏ TESgg
It Was decided to carry out a series of tests on the 
compressor using air and the working fluid. The purpose of the 
tests was two-fold:
(a) as a means of developing a suitable indicating 
mechanism#
(b) to observe the characteristics of the compressor 
over a range of speeds.
It was early evident that available methods of measuring 
the air flow were inadequate for the small quantities delivered 
by the compressor*
Orifices form a convenient and accurate method of steady 
flow measurement but the flow through the smallest standard 
orifioe (0.25 in. dia.) was insufficient to exceed the critical 
Reynolds Number for the orifice, as well as giving a quite 
inadequate head on the manometer,
A range of sharp-edged orifices of small diameter operating 
over suitable ranges was therefore constructed and being outwith 
standard dimensions were calibrated individually#
The method of calibration is outlined and curves of 
coefficient of discharge are included in fig. / Hlf 11 6,
The orifices were calibrated in the approach tube used 
during the tests to maintain accuracy.
Summary
After using the test layout to develop the indicating 
mechanism described under its own heading, the following series 
of tests were carried out on the compressor
(a) constant speed and suction pressure - varying 
pressure ratio,
(b) constant suction pressure and pressure ratio - 
varying speed,
(o) constant speed and pressure ratio-varying 
suction pressure.
Actual/
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Actual and indicated performances are measured and 
illustrated on the various graphs*
Descriptions of the apparatus, test procedure and reduction 
are appended along with sample calculations*
Goraplete sets of reading^ etc*, are not included but are 
illustrated in graphical form*
It can be stated also that the compressor is a standard 
production model, designed to run at 600 r.p.m. and as can be 
seen from its performance, was exceedingly efficient:.even at 
speeds of 1750 r*p.m*, though the balance of the reciprocating 
masses left something to be desired at such, a speed*
This was remedied to a great extent before the series of 
tests on the refrigeration circuit was carried out.
ATOaratus
Fig. I 0 6 shows the line diagram of the apparatus#
The compressor and indicator mechanism are as used in the 
refrigeration tests.
The suction manifold enables the pressure of the suction 
gas to be controlled either by throttling the main suction valve 
or by applying high pressure air from the large tank shown. 
Connections from the suction and discharge service valves to the 
auxiliary compressor are used in calibrating the indicating 
mechanism.
Flow measuring equipment and its calibration are described 
at the end of this appendix*
Suction and discharge temperatures .and pressure are measured 
by thermocouples and calibrated Bourden-type pressure gauges.
Vacuum is measured by a mercury manometer.
Test Procedure
During tests at atmospheric suction pressure, the main 
suction valve was kept wide open except during pressure element 
calibration. The discharge pressure is adjusted by the throttling 
valve/
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valve at the approach tube inlet*
When steady conditions obtain, readings are taken 
simultaneously and then an indicator diagram recorded on the 
drum camera; The compressor is immediately stopped and 
atmospheric pressure obtained in the compressor by closing the 
discharge service valve and moving the piston to B*D*C* when 
the suction reed valve falls open and renders the cylinder open 
to atmosphere#
The correctness of this wa.s checked by connecting the 
cylinder of a similar compressor to a pressure gauge* It was 
observed also that the suction gauge recorded the cylinder 
pressure even when a high pressure was maintained on the compressoa 
discharge* This is utilized to obtain a datum line on the 
diagram when the compressor is in the refrige%"ation test circuit* 
This datum is recorded on the indicator diagrams and the 
camera is removed from the oscilloscope when air from the 
pressure tank is admitted to the cylinder and coi’responding 
readings of suction pressure (equal to cylinder pressure) and 
spot deflection on the oscilloscope screen are noted*
A great deal of time cannot be allowed for readings, as 
due to the high adiabatic constant of air compared to Freon 12, 
considerable cylinder heating takes place*
Where suction pressures are above qtmospheric, the main 
suction valve is partially closed, suction gas being provided 
from the high pressure supply tank whose compressor is run 
continuously. Excess discharge from this compressor is passed 
to atmosphere through the main suction valve which acts as 
a suction pressure regulator. Calibration is carried out a# 
in the previous case*
For sub-atmospheric suction pressures, throttling of the 
supply to the manifold enables the desired condition to be 
attained. The calibration procedure is slightly varied for 
sub-atmospheric pressures, since these must be supplied from 
a/
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a vacuum source*
To maintain the suction reed value open, the byepass 
valve across the suction and discharge service valves is 
opened. This byepass connection is across the pressure 
tappings and v/hen the service valves are closed still maintain 
contact with the compressor head# The suction connection of 
the service air compressor provided a convenient source of 
vacuum when partially closed#
A small "Farnborough" type element was ultimately 
constructed, as shown in fig./Offso that a datum could be ob­
tained without disturbing running conditions. The back-preoaure 
port was put into connection with the suction manifold so that 
the points on the cycle where suction pressure was attained 
could be shown. This element was used in later tests both 
with air a.nd with refrigerant. In this instance, the drum 
camera was dispensed with and the Oossor 35 m.m. camera was 
used in its place* The oscilloscope therefore displays on one 
channel the pressure diagram and the other channel the datum 
pressure diagram, together with a phase-mark. This datum 
pressure element was used in conjunction with the indicator 
element described on page 1*^  and shown in fig. I 3  . Since 
this element is calibrated by means of a back-pressure and the 
datum is properly phased by the "Farnborough" element it will 
be seen that calibration can be carried out while the com­
pressor is running* Photographs of the apparatus are shown in 
figs. IO4/P7^f0e .
Leakage Measurement
Leakage uhe piston is measured in the same manner as
for the refrigeration compressor, using the same apparatus 
for the purpose*
Cyclical Temperature Measurements
Measurements of cyclical temperature fluctuations on the 
valve plate when air was used as a working fluid, was not 
possible/
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possible while the Joubert contact was in use, due to the 
transient nature of the air teats. It was possible, however, 
to take such measurements when electronic recording by means 
of the Oossor preamplifier and oscilloscope was adopted#
Gommants on Results
The results of theae tests are shown on the graphs, 
figs#/0 9  to 114  #
The graphs of actual performance are interesting in that 
the volumetric efficiency on a basis of speed does not show 
a maximum value even at 1750 r.p.m# while below 750 r#p*m# the 
performance falls off considerably#
Indicated volumetric efficiency is almost constant over 
the entire speed range#
The curves drawn on a basis of pressure ratio show the 
falling off in performance as the pressure ratio is increased#
On a basis of suction pressure a maximum is attained. This 
is reached, because at low pressures, losses in the valves due 
to blow-by and inertia are increased, while at high pressure, 
the leakage due to large pressure difference across the piston 
and valves .becomes important#
Indicated performance shows a slight rise as the suction 
pressure is increased#
Indicated power curves, as taken from the indicator dia­
grams, are in excess of the power requirements for adiabatic 
compression* This is due in part to the large pressure drop 
across the discharge valve and also to leakage effects#
Leakage figures are discussed in conjunction with the 
results for leakage of refrigerant 4 Ô  )#
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Orifice Calibration
The sharp-edged orifices are based on B,S.S. 1042-1934 but 
due to the small diameter, these were calibrated individually 
and the calibration rig utilized the apparatus of fig.(f S , This 
shows small compression unit feeding air to a pressure tank 
fitted with a pressure gauge.
This tank is connected by a very short length of pipe to the 
control valve and approach tube. The approach tube is 4ft. long 
and 3i" diameter with an upstream pressure tap conforming to B,S, 
recommendations at 3^ *^" from the orifice* The downstream side of 
the orifice is open to atmosphere#
The arrangement from the control valve is therefore the same 
as in the compfessor test unit.
Theory
If air is discharged from a tank in an isothermal manner, 
the rate of flow is derived from the general gas law,
O* W  ^rate of flow
i.e
'V d IP
r r " ? T
the rate of pressure drop is proportional to the mass flow. 
Theoretical flow through the orifice is obtained by using 
the formula derived by Sneeden ( *3 | )*
Theoretioàl flow;
C 4. A H^
 /Sec, T is the temperature at th 
orifioe*
where P is the pressure at 
the orifice throat.
And co-efficient of discharge =
h is the manometer head,
d is the orifioe diameter. 
Note; P is Ib/in^ absolute 
d is inches.
Actual Flow 
Theoretical Flow
Reynolds/
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Reynold0 Humber for the orifice flow ia given by the expression in 
B.S.S# 1042-1934#
** ^1^83 where L in flow in lb/hr,
d ia diameter in inches 
fj ±B Viscosity in lb#seo/fJ
Procedure
The volume of the tank and pipe to the control valve was 
obtained by carefully weighing the tank empty and when filled with 
water. After coupling up to the control valve and approach tube» 
the circuit was leak-checked and the tank charged to lOOlb/in^G. 
and the control valve opened to allow air to flow through the orific 
under a head of about 30in HgO.
Corresponding readings of pressure, orifice head and time were 
taken at convenient intervals.
For each orifice, a series of 4 tests was run and a sample 
set of readings along with an appropriate analysis is given below.
The graph of manometer head to a base of time is plotted as 
in fig. M &  . and the corresponding values of obtained by
utilizing the Hewton-Gregor formula.
I® _ I . J- I _ ^  —
where ^ V q etc., are successive differences.
The values of obtained from this calculation are also
plotted on the curve of fig. f I (o ♦
From these two curves corresponding values of manometer head 
"h" and^jl^T' are taken.
The mean values of for a series of teats are estimated
and the coefficient of discharge of the orifice calculated.
The/
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The curves of fig./ 17 show the coefficients of discharge 
for each orifioe on a basis of manometer head and fig.11 &  shows 
these on a basis of Reynolds’ Number.
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GAXiIBRAflON TEBTS
As already stated, pressure gauges were oaliBrated at 
frequent intervals to ensure aoouraoy and similar procedure was 
adopted for the thermocouples and the evaporator unit. The 
flowmeter used in the main body of tests was not capable of 
being calibrated since the element was directly immersed in the 
refrigerant. Gross checking with the evaporator when the suction 
vapour was superheated showed the mass flow to be within 2fo of 
each other* This was assumed to be satisfactory*
A short series of tests was carried out using a flowmeter 
incorporating a ”Pyrotenax*’ element inserted in a "ïyrex*’ glass 
tube and this particular flowmeter was calibrated using water, 
as shown below*
Calibration of Flowmeter
In order to calibrate the flowmeter, the arrangement of 
fig.f 19 was adopted* The water was supplied from a constant 
head tanlc and the output to the flowmeter finely adjusted by a 
needle control valve. The water leaving the flowmeter passed 
through a glass orifice tank with a very finely drawn jet so 
that the flow of water could be observed at all times. This was 
found to be necessary, since the slightest variation in the 
resistance characteristic of the flowmeter could cause a wide 
variation in the flow of water, even although this was supplied 
by a constant head tank* The incorporation of the little orifice 
tank enabled continuous adjustment of the control valve to be 
made and the mean level of liquid in the orifice tanlc was always 
maintained within plus or minus *5 c.m. of 60 c*m.
To carry out the calibration, the flow was maintained 
constant and the power input adjusted to give a suitable rise in 
water temperature* Conditions were allowed to settle for at 
least four hours before readings were taken. These were repeated 
at 15 minute intervals over the period of an hour to ensure 
complete/
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complete stability^ The results of these tests are shown in 
the table belowi
Run No, Eleotrloal Heat Input
Water 
Temp, rise
Water
(c.o./mir
1 2.208 16.44 64.2
a 2.209 10.87 92.2
3 2,228 I 8.18 122.1
4 1.069 i 16.25 i 30.4
Loss i>
- 0.10 
+ 0.04 
+ 1.40 
+ 1.00
The greatest loss is 1*45^  and the scatter of results is such that 
the losses in the flowmeter have been ignored since even although 
an efficient oil separator has been inserted in the réfrigéra** 
tion circuit, it must be assumed that some oil will circulate#
The degree of uncertainty due to this factor is probably greater 
than the degree of inaccuracy in the meter itself*
Evaporator Calibration
This was carried out in the simple manner as described in 
B,8.8# 3122:1959» para.13* The ambient temperature was the 
mean of four thermometers placed around the evaporator and the 
electrical heat input arranged to give a temperature rise of 
about 250E* After steady conditions had been achieved, readings 
were taken at half-hourly intervals and the mean of these values 
are shown in the table below:
Ambient Shell Sleotrloal Lealcage
Temperature Temperature Heat Input Coefficient
op. op. BTU/Mln. BTU/Mln.op.
69.3 93.6 0.499 0.0205
Thermocouple Calibration
Thermocouples were calibrated by means of melting ice and 
steam at atmospheric pressure. The calibration curves were 
constructed from tables in '^Temperature - its Measurement and 
Control in Science and Industry**, ( 3 ^  ) using a deviation
constant. ^iilsGOW
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The Investigation waa carried out to determine the relati*' 
imx)ort;aEoa of the faotora affecting voXumetrio effioierioy 
during the transition from *^wet** to oomproeaion, when th«
refrigerant is Ereon 12 and the oompreeoor7running at high /, 
speed#
Experimental tQOhnlquoa were developed to measure piston 
leakage and the fXuotuating cylinder wall temperatwes* The 
development of an electrical analogue and rotating drum photO'-* 
formox** is described#
X^iaton leakage waa measured by noting the rate of pres sun 
rise in a cylinder oo.nneotcd to the Bimp of the oompresaor, 
while the pressure in the aump waa nmintatmé comptant# The 
increase in leakage aa the vapour ooMition at the auction of 
the oOBipreaoor waa taken from the superheated field to the wet 
field was calculated# âlthowih the leakage increased by abou 
30# during transition# the total leakage was so amoll that the 
effect on the voluraetrio efficiency waa Itself quite negligible 
bealmge past the pioton of miscible refrigerant was compared w 
the leakage pact the piston when the working fluid was Btir and 
it waa concluded that the diluting effect of the refrigerant o: 
the lubricating oil had a decisive effect on the pattern of 
leakage flow#
To measure the cyclical heat flow between the vapour and 
the cylinder wall, a true aurface thermocouple was used# Due 
to practical diffioultlaa In maintaining a nickel film across 
the thormooouple elements, recourse had to be made to constant 
as the thermocouple element# This was set in the oompresaor 
valve plate# The considerable difference between the thermal 
diffuaivities of the valve opiate material (cast-iron) and the 
conetantan wire required that a careful investigation be made 
of the characteristics of auch an arrangement# By using an 
electrical/
eleotrloal analogue of the theraooouple it la shown that this 
therraooouple may he uaed over a wide range of frequenoies and 
heat tmnsfer ooeffiolents.
A a-dimenoionfjil eleotrloal analogue waa also used to 
Inveotlgate the effect of irregularltieo at the junction of a 
thermocouple when uaed to measure fluctuating temperatures,
This Investigation showed that large errors ware possible and 
indicated the unsuitability of "peened*' thormoeouplea for suoh 
purposes.
The development of a suitable %)hotoformer and electrical 
analogue networh to simulate the heat flow through the cylinder 
wall waa carried out, frequency limits on passive electrical 
analogue networks used to determine heat flow, as opposed to 
tempemture distribution, have been noted. The inacouraoies 
due to phase distoi'tloa in non-uniform networks are monaurod an 
on analogue to simulate the radial flow of heat in a sphere wa 
oonstpuoted, using a uniform network. In this case the trans­
formation 0 « tr was adopted and the temperature gradient was 
measured directly from the analogue.
Oaloulation of the heat flow to liquid droplets entrained 
in the suction vapour showed that during the compression procès 
condensation oould ucour on the surface of the droijlet, but 
that during the latter part of the discharge period and during 
the re-expansion that evaporation talcca place. It was oonolud 
that since the indicated volumetric efficiency of the eompreaso 
did not vary greatly as the suction enthalpy was roduocd, liqui 
in the cylinder at the end of the discharge stroke was mostly 
deposited ae a film of the cylinder wall. Boxjosltion of suoh 
liquid from the vapour reduced the rate of condensation and 
subsequent re-svaporation.
Figures of heat transfer cooffioiont between vapour and 
the cylinder wall have not been included in the thesis oinoo it 
was/
waa found that negative ooeffioionta wore obtained at oertain 
points in the stroke* - This corresponds to work carried out 
on internal oorabuotloa engines» from which it waa deduosd that 
a quasi-steady state heat transfer coefficient is invalid for 
transient heat transfer, This was assumed to be due to the 
thermal capacity of the fluid*
L
NOMENOLATUEE
A Area
Ce Gapaoitanoe/unit length
Ca Gapacitanoe/ section
a Diameter
H Enthalpy
h Head, Condensation coefficient
hf Vapour film coefficient
k Thermal Conductivity
L Flow, Inductance, Latent Heat
M Frequency (Thermal)
n Time settle multiplier
P Pressure
Q Charge on Oondenser
H Gas Constant, Resistance
He HesiStance/unit length
Bs Resistance/section
% input Resistance
r Radius, Resistance
8 Scale Factor
T Temperature (ahs.)
t Temperature
*^ 9 Surface temperature
V Specific volume, Voltage
NOMENCLATURE ,
Va Surface Voltage
Vi Input Voltage
W Weight
X Diatanoe
y Ordinate
GREEK SYMBOLS
oi Thermal diffuaivity
yf\ Distance represented by measuring
“  resistor
©  Temperature difference
•V Temperature drop across condensing
^  film, Order of Harmonic
f
Viscosity; Amplification factor of 
valveH
T T  Saturation temperature, 3*1415 •
^  Specific weight
Time, Time Constant, Period
A9  Entropy, v/ipp
Phase displacement 
DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS
Nu Nusselt Number
Pr Prandtl Number
Re Reynolds Number
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